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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This deliverable deals with wind turbine control as a preliminary step for wind farm control 

developed within WP2. The new technologies required at farm level demand to go beyond usual 

modes of operation of wind turbines, and need to be analysed from the fatigue loading optimization 

viewpoint. 

The document evaluates under this perspective different strategies and combinations for down-

regulation differentiating between below rated and above rated wind speed regimes. This is 

performed by keeping in mind not only the objective of active power control, but also axial induction 

for active wake control. 

Equally, active yaw control is studied, allowing the development of control techniques for 

misalignment with the wind direction to redirect the wake with an optimal balance with fatigue 

loading. Additional combination between down-regulation and yaw redirection is also included in the 

expectation of a future joint usage at farm level. 

Finally, the above strategies need to be implemented in a common, flexible and transparent 

controller structure which will be used as a baseline in subsequent work. An open-source code has 

been developed for its use with simulation tools such as FAST –and SOWFA in the near future-, being 

available not only for CL-Windcon partners, but also for the whole wind energy control community. A 

detailed explanation and guidelines for its use have been included. 
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2 INTRODUCTION 

Recent years have seen a large increase in the number of (offshore) wind farms that have been 

installed or scheduled for installation, and it is expected that this increase will continue over the 

coming years. This rise in the number of wind farms has also led to increased interest in the subject 

of wind farm control. Additionally, the interaction experienced by individual turbines within the farm 

cannot be overlooked anymore. 

When a wind turbine is placed in an air flow, forces on the rotor blades can be decomposed into: 1) 

thrust in the wind direction bending the tower and 2) torque driving the rotor to produce useful 

energy. However, reaction forces from the rotor to the air flow also changes the flow both 1-2D 

upwind of the turbine and up to at least 10D downwind the turbine. The effect downwind is called 

the wake and this is most important as it can cover other turbines in a farm. The operation of the 

turbine will affect the aerodynamics and change the wake from full wake at full load to virtually no 

wake at freewheeling with 90 degrees pitch. 

Two significant examples of wind farm control are given by Active Power Control (APC) and Active 

Wake Control (AWC), also referred as Axial Induction Control. Both of these control types use the 

concept of down-regulation of wind turbines, i.e., operating wind turbines at sub-optimal power 

settings. APC refers to the ability of having a wind farm follow a power set point supplied by the grid 

operator or providing ancillary power services such as grid stability. The need for such services to the 

grid is substantially increasing as wind energy achieves higher penetration into the energy mix 

worldwide. 

AWC refers to the optimization of a wind farm in terms of power production and fatigue loading 

using down-regulation of several wind turbines. This results in less turbulent wakes from these 

turbines while leaving more energy in the wind for downstream turbines to extract. 

An alternative for wind farm control, known as Wake Redirection Control or Wake Steering, consists 

in deliberately misaligning the rotor of the upstream turbine so that its wake is deflected, then 

guiding the wake from upstream wind turbines around downstream turbines [1]. In this way, the 

total energy production of the entire wind farm can be improved. Recently, field tests are performed 

for evaluation of wake steering at an offshore wind farm in [2].  

To enable wind farm control, individual wind turbine controllers should allow for set point changes 

demanded and determined by a wind farm supercontroller. Set points can be given to blade pitch 

and generator torque for implementation of wind turbine derating strategies [3]. For wake steering a 

yaw-misalignment set point is given to individual turbines. To create yaw-misalignment with the 

dominating wind direction, multiple control implementations are available. The first is an industry 

standard yaw-rate implementation where a wind vane measures the current wind direction with 
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respect to the rotor, and uses yaw motors located between the nacelle and tower for alignment. The 

second option uses individual pitch control (IPC) where blade pitch is used to create a yaw-moment. 

In the literature, deflection through tilt actuation is also covered. Only the first two options are 

covered in this deliverable. Background information regarding control-oriented modelling and 

control of wind farms is given in a recent tutorial paper [4]. 

The power maximization with fatigue loading balance targeted by AWC and Wake Redirection 

Control applies however to particular conditions where the reduction in the power produced by the 

upwind turbines shall be compensated by the downwind turbines. In the first instance, this might 

occur if such downwind turbines are highly affected by wakes of upstream turbines due for instance 

to little wake recovery, short turbine spacing or high wake-rotor overlap, giving space to potential 

relative gains with respect to normal operation. 

In order to implement the new wind turbine control strategies to be applied to wind farm control, it 

is necessary to count first on a common wind turbine controller within the state of the art of wind 

turbine control technology, which will be used as a baseline. It will therefore help to make a more 

consistent comparison of results from farm control techniques. This controller has to provide, 

though, enough flexibility to change the corresponding parameters according to the strategies. 

Equally, it is considered a must the open and transparent access to the source code so that 

subsequent work on this controller from CL-Windcon partners is straightforward and effective. The 

code will also be open to the community, maximizing its impact and enabling its shared use as a basis 

for future work on wind farm control. 
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3 WIND TURBINE CONTROL STRATEGIES 

3.1 Baseline controller 

IK4-IKERLAN’s wind turbine controller code has been used as a basis for the development of a FAST-

compatible [5] baseline controller which can then be used for the farm level simulations planned 

within the project. Said controller code is called OpenDiscon and is publicly available under version 3 

of the General Public License, and may be found at the following repository: 

https://github.com/ielorza/OpenDiscon 

The name OpenDiscon is due to the code’s being an open source implementation of the DISCON 

interface, which was introduced by GHBladed and subsequently adopted by FAST. 

OpenDiscon provides a DISCON implementation which is suitable for CL-Windcon simulations, with a 

drivetrain damper and torque and collective pitch control loops, all of which are tuned to fit the 10 

MW reference model. Said implementation is based on IK4-IKERLAN’s OpenWitcon [6], which is a 

generic wind turbine control code package, so thorough retuning is possible via the features provided 

within. 

OpenDiscon supports a variety of target systems and toolchains, via CMake, out of the box, including 

Visual Studio/Windows and gcc/Linux. 

3.1.1 Getting the controller 

The controller code may be obtained by cloning the Git repository above. That code must then be 

compiled and linked into a shared library, which can then be used in combination with FAST. This 

building process is facilitated by the use of CMake, which OpenDiscon supports out of the box. 

3.1.2 Using the controller code 

OpenDiscon is publicly available under version 3 of the General Public License. This means that it may 

be used for any purpose whatsoever, without warranty, for free, as long as the copyleft and 

attribution conditions in the license are met. 

OpenDiscon includes a configuration which fulfils the requirements dictated by the several CL-

Windcon tasks, and is tuned to the INNWIND.EU 10 MW reference turbine model [7]. It also provides 

an implementation of the control strategies described in this deliverable. It can therefore be directly 

used for CL-Windcon tasks. It is, however, a flexible code, suitable for the production of controllers 

for a wide variety of wind turbine models by changing the control parameters. 
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In order to use the controller as it is, it is only required to build the shared library with the user’s 

toolchain of choice. The necessary project files or makefiles are easily generated with CMake, which 

is supported by OpenDiscon out of the box. 

Modification of the controller is also possible, since it is open source. The code is considerably 

modular and based on IK4-IKERLAN’s OpenWitcon, which is also publicly available under version 3 of 

the General Public License.  

3.1.3 Documentation 

OpenDiscon and OpenWitcon documentation is distributed along with the code, in Doxygen format. 

The OpenWitcon documentation is organised like the code, i.e. as a multilevel block diagram. Each 

unit block is documented separately and, due to the idiosyncrasies particular to the programming 

language, listed under ‘data structures’. The documentation of each unit block includes a list and 

description of its inputs and outputs, its functions (or methods, loosely understood) and its 

configuration parameters (see Figure 1). It also includes a graphical unit block representation, with 

the name of the relevant structure (or class, also loosely understood) in blue, as well as a block 

diagram, with the names of the sub-block structures, also in blue. This allows the developer to easily 

navigate within the code structure. 

 

 

Figure 1: Example of documentation for unit block ikClwindconWTCon 
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Most unit blocks (classes) have four corresponding functions (methods), which begin with the 

corresponding structure (class) name, followed by ‘_init’, ‘_initParams’, ‘_step’ and ‘_getOutput’. 

• ‘_init’: initialise the instance passed as the first argument according to the parameter 

structure passed as the second argument. 

• ‘_initParams’: set the parameter structure passed as the argument to its default values. 

• ‘_step’: update the outputs and inner variables of the instance passed as the first argument. 

• ‘_getOutput’: fetch the value of any input, output or internal variable of the instance passed 

as the first argument. The value to be fetched is specified by name, using the names shown 

on the block diagram. 

 

Figure 2: Example of methods for unit block ikClwindconWTCon 

 

3.1.4 Controller implementation 

The basic wind turbine controller provided by OpenDiscon for CL-Windcon has the structure shown in 

Figure 3. It shows the standard control loops for drivetrain damping, torque control and collective 

pitch control, all implemented by OpenWitcon unit block ikConLoop, as indicated in blue on the 

diagram. The torque and pitch control loops are coordinated by the torque-pitch manager block, 

implemented by the OpenDiscon unit block ikTpman. 
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Figure 3: Structure of OpenDiscon 
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ikConLoop blocks have the following structure: 

 

Figure 4: Structure of ikConLoop blocks 

 

Note the core block is the linear controller, implemented by OpenWitcon unit block ikLinCon. The 

setpoint generator, filters and preset selector are unused by default. 

ikLinCon blocks have the following structure: 

 

Figure 5: Structure of ikLinCon blocks 

 

The standard optimal torque curve is implemented by OpenWitcon unit block ikStpgen, and has the 

following structure: 
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Figure 6: Structure of unit block ikStpgen 

 

The state machine which decides the setpoint and the control action limits is shown in Figure 7. This 

allows the configuration of speed-torque curves and forbidden speeds, in the form of look-up tables, 

by assigning the corresponding values to the parameter structure passed during initialisation. 

Further details on OpenWitcon structure and configuration are given by the Doxygen documentation. 

However, the controller implementation provided by OpenDiscon for CL-Windcon deserves further 

comment. 

The DISCON interface is implemented by src/discon.c, where the controller instance is initialised and 

periodically invoked, and the appropriate data translations are made. The CL-Windcon controller 

configuration is implemented by src/ikClwindconWTConfig/ikClwindconWTConfig.c, where 

parameters are easily modifiable, albeit hardcoded for flexibility. This choice was dictated by the fact 

that reading parameters from an input file would result in a considerable maintenance burden, as 

well as it could have made the code unusable in some real-time systems. 
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Figure 7: State machine for setpoint and control action limits decisions 
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3.1.5 Basic controller performance 

The basic controller provided by OpenDiscon for CL-Windcon is tuned to fit the INNWIND.EU 10 MW 

reference wind turbine model. Its performance may therefore be evaluated by comparison with the 

INNWIND.EU controller developed by DTU [8]. Said comparison has been carried out, in turbulent 

winds characterized by different mean wind speeds and computed with six different random seeds. 

In the following, only the simulation results for 11 m/s are shown, since they show at a glance the 

turbine behaviour both above and below rated. 
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Figure 8: Comparison between INNWIND.EU and OpenDiscon controllers for 11 m/s wind speed – wind speeds 
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Figure 9: Comparison between INNWIND.EU and OpenDiscon controllers for 11 m/s wind speed – pitch angle blade 1 
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Figure 10: Comparison between INNWIND.EU and OpenDiscon controllers for 11 m/s wind speed – LSS torque 
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Figure 11: Comparison between INNWIND.EU and OpenDiscon controllers for 11 m/s wind speed – generator power 
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Figure 12: Comparison between INNWIND.EU and OpenDiscon controllers for 11 m/s wind speed – rotor speed 
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Note that both controllers give very similar results for the wind speed case shown, despite having 

been independently developed and differently implemented. Also note that there is considerable 

difference in generator torque and power above rated wind speed. This is due to DTU’s controller 

adopting the constant power approach, while OpenDiscon’s does the constant torque one. Both said 

approaches are common in the literature and in industrial practice and the considerations above are 

therefore valid despite this difference. 

3.1.6 CL-Windcon strategy implementation 

The strategies described later in this deliverable have been implemented on a variety of control 

codes, and tested on a variety of turbine models. However, it is the stated goal of the participants to 

make a single implementation of said strategies publicly available, as well as use it for subsequent 

farm control implementations within CL-Windcon. Preliminary implementations are provided by 

OpenDiscon as of this writing, and will be further developed and maintained as the project advances, 

e.g. for SOWFA [9] compatibility. Said implementations may be found on the various repository 

branches, which will eventually be merged into the master branch. 

3.1.7 Future prospects 

OpenDiscon and OpenWitcon are maintained primarily by IK4-IKERLAN, and they are the open source 

versions of their proprietary ikDiscon and ikWitcon, respectively. They are, however published under 

version 3 of the General Public License. This licence allows anyone, within or without the CL-Windcon 

consortium, to contribute to OpenDiscon and OpenWitcon development, protects new contributions 

from being appropriated (and consequently being withdrawn from the public domain) by other 

users, including IK4-IKERLAN, as well as ensures that they are being appropriately attributed to their 

authors. 

 

3.2 Active derating strategies for active power control 

There are several down-regulation methods which are often used for APC purposes [10], [11]. One of 

these approaches is called de-rating and consists of controlling the maximum power output by 

reducing the rated generator torque while keeping the rated rotor speed unchanged. In this way, the 

power output is reduced above rated wind speeds. Another method, called delta reserve, keeps a 

fixed amount of the available aerodynamic power in reserve. Above rated wind speed this is 

achieved in the same manner as with the de-rating approach. Below rated wind speeds, down-

regulation can be achieved by tracking a sub-optimal power coefficient �. In this case the sub-

optimal � can be found by subtracting the desired power reserve from the available aerodynamic 

power. Clearly, this is only possible when the available aerodynamic power is greater than the 

desired power reserve. A third approach is called percentage reserve and it is able to maintain a 
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percentage of the available power in reserve. This makes it very similar to the delta reserve method, 

the difference being that a fixed percentage of the optimal � is tracked. As a result, this method is 

able to achieve down-regulation over the entire range of operational wind speeds.  

In this section, several down-regulation strategies for the percentage reserve method are derived 

from the nominal control strategy. Roughly speaking, a wind turbine has two different operational 

regions. The first region consists of operation below the rated wind speed and is referred to as partial 

load. The second region is called full load and consists of wind turbine operation above rated wind 

speed. Down-regulation strategies for both regions are discussed in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. In 

Section 3.2.3, the effects of down-regulation on the thrust force are examined. 

3.2.1 Down-Regulation in Partial Load  

In partial load, the controller generally aims to maximize the power production of a wind turbine by 

tracking the optimal power coefficient �,��� until rated power is reached. This optimal 	�,��� is 

achieved at a given combination of tip-speed ratio (TSR) and pitch angle �. Consequently, the power 

production can be maximized by solely controlling the rotor speed through the generator torque, so 

as to make the wind turbine operate at the desired TSR. The pitch angle is generally held constant 

during this process.  

Down-regulation through the percentage reserve method simply consists of tracking a sub-optimal �, being an arbitrary percentage of �,���. Since the power coefficient is a function of the TSR and 

the pitch angle �, the power coefficient can be decreased by changing one or both of these 

parameters. Three different down-regulation strategies in partial load will now be discussed with the 

help of Figure 13, which depicts the contour curves of � as a function of TSR and � for the reference 

wind turbine.  

The first down-regulation strategy in partial load consists of operating the wind turbine at a lower 

TSR, i.e., the wind turbine is operated at a lower rotational velocity at wind speeds below rated. 

However, as can be seen in Figure 13, the pitch angle is also increased below a certain TSR. The 

additional pitch action is necessary in order to prevent that the wind turbine starts operating in the 

stall region, which is undesirable. 

The second strategy reduces the power coefficient by increasing the TSR, and thus increasing the 

rotor speed at lower wind speeds. As a result, the rated rotor speed is reached sooner than normal.  

An advantage of this strategy compared to the first strategy is that due to the higher rotor speed, 

more kinetic energy is stored in the rotor. If the power demand then suddenly rises again, it can be 

quickly met by simply increasing the generator torque. The first strategy on the other hand needs a 

recovery period to increase the rotor speed to the original level. In Figure 13, it is seen that the line 

for this strategy also introduces some pitching. This is done in order to prevent large deviations in the 
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pitch angle between two consecutive wind speeds, which would occur if only the TSR was increased 

initially. This is because if � is kept constant for a given TSR, this would result in operation at the left 

hand side of the maximum power coefficient on the � � �  curve. When the rated wind speed is 

subsequently approached and the turbine starts pitching, this would actually lead to an initial 

increase in the power coefficient until the pitch angle has increased enough to get on the right hand 

side of the optimum.  

The final strategy consists of increasing the initial pitch angle in order to reduce � by an arbitrary 

percentage while keeping the TSR constant. A disadvantage of down-regulation through pitch control 

is that the response is slower compared to the first two strategies which use torque control. 

 

 

Figure 13: Contour plot of a wind turbine’s power coefficient data indicating three down-regulation 

strategies in partial load 

 

3.2.2 Down-Regulation in Full Load 

In full load, the wind turbine operates at the rated generator torque and now the rotor is controlled 

at its rated value through a pitch action of the blades. In the case of down-regulation at full load, 

three simple methods can be applied. The first method was presented above as de-rating and 

consists of decreasing the rated generator torque by a desired percentage. The second method 

reduces the rated rotor speed by the desired percentage. The third method consists of a combination 

of torque and rotor speed reduction. With respect to the dynamics of the response, the first method 
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is preferred since this allows for a quicker recovery of the turbine’s production when down-

regulation is no longer required. Furthermore, if the rotor speed is reduced, the turbine will operate 

in a narrower rotor speed region. This means it will become difficult to derate by reducing the rotor 

speed for higher down-regulation percentages, since the rotor speed cannot get lower than the cut-

in rotor speed.  

In this chapter, the effect on the loads of both torque reduction (a) and rotor speed reduction (b) in 

combination with the three partial load down-regulation strategies will be evaluated. As a result a 

total of six down-regulation strategies are implemented in the wind turbine controller. An overview 

of these six strategies is presented in Table 1.  

 

Table 1: Overview of down-regulation combined control strategies 

Strategy Partial Load Full Load 

1a TSR↘,	�↗ ��↘ 

1b TSR↘,	�↗ ��↘ 

2a TSR↗,	�↗ ��↘ 

2b TSR↗,	�↗ ��↘ 

3a �↗ ��↘ 

3b �↗ ��↘ 

 

 

The different down-regulation strategies are compared to the baseline controller in Figure 14 in 

terms of their torque-speed and pitch angle curves. These curves are generated beforehand and are 

fed to the controller as reference set points. In this case, the operating curves were computed for 

20% down-regulation and by using torque reduction at full load. Similar operating curves are 

obtained if rotor speed reduction is applied, the only difference is then that the curves end at 80% of 

the rated rotor speed. Looking at the figure containing the pitch angles, it is noticed that for the 

second down-regulation strategy additional pitch action is required a lot earlier than for the other 

down-regulation strategies. This is due to the fact that the rated rotor speed is reached relatively 

fast, at which point the TSR will start dropping and thus the power coefficient will increase. In order 

to compensate for this increased �, it is necessary to start pitching earlier.  
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Figure 14: Torque-speed (left) and pitch angle (right) curves for the different derating strategies in 

combination with torque reduction at full load for 20% down-regulation 

 

3.2.3 Down-Regulation Effects on Thrust Force 

In addition to investigating the effects of the different down-regulation strategies on the loads of the 

wind turbine, it is also interesting to analyse the effects on the thrust force, which is further 

extended in Section 3.3. The thrust force is an important aspect for induction based AWC [3]. As wind 

passes through the rotor of a wind turbine, the rotor experiences a force. As a result, the rotor exerts 

a reactive force on the wind, which is called the thrust force or axial force. This force gives an 

indication of the amount of energy left in the wind after it has passed the turbine. Induction control 

uses this fact to increase the amount of energy in the wake so that there is more energy available for 

downstream turbines. Even though upstream turbines generate less energy, the overall energy 

production of a wind farm can be increased.  

Using available data on the thrust coefficient �, it is possible to compute the thrust force the wind 

turbine will be experiencing for each wind speed. In this way the effects of down-regulation on the 

thrust force can be investigated. A contour plot of � is provided on the left-hand side of Figure 15 

along with the three down-regulation strategies in partial load that were presented in Section 3.2.1. 

It can be observed that both strategies 1 and 3 will result in a lower � and hence a lower thrust 

force. However, the thrust coefficient does not change much when strategy 2 is used. The asterisks in 

the contour plot indicate the thrust coefficient when 20% down-regulation is desired. It can be seen 

that both strategy 1 and 3 result in approximately the same value of � .	 
In the right-hand plot of Figure 15, the expected thrust force is presented as a function of the wind 

speed. It can be observed that the maximum thrust force is reached at rated wind speed, after which 

it starts to decrease when pitch control is activated. As expected, strategies 1 and 3 both result in a 
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significant decrease of the thrust force at every wind speed. By using strategy 2, the thrust force is 

initially the same as when the baseline controller is used. This strategy consists of increasing the 

desired TSR, which means that rated rotor speed is reached at lower wind speeds. This fact is also 

visible in Figure 15, when the thrust force for strategy 2 suddenly decreases with respect to the 

baseline controller and it starts following the other two down-regulation strategies. This can be 

explained using the pitch angles from Figure 14, where it is seen that the blades already start pitching 

at low wind speeds. Following this pitch action, the induction and thus the thrust force of the wind 

turbine is decreased. 

 

 

Figure 15: Contour plot of the thrust coefficient �� along with the three down-regulation strategies in partial 

load (left) and a comparison of the thrust forces as a function of wind speed at 20% down-regulation (right) 

 

In the right-hand plot of Figure 15 only the down-regulation strategies where the rated torque is 

reduced are shown. When the strategies where the rated rotor speed is reduced are used, this will 

lead to a small additional decrease in the thrust force after rated rotor speed is reached. 

Summarizing, when down-regulation strategies are considered for induction based AWC, the best 

result are expected to be achieved with strategies 1 and 3. 

 

3.3 Active derating strategies for wake control 

In the previous section, it was analysed the effect on the thrust force for the down-regulation control 

strategies chosen for APC. Indeed, those techniques at turbine level are also shared with AWC wind 

farm control taking into consideration that the same control handles are available. In this section, we 
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will delve into the analysis from the AWC perspective, paying further attention to the thrust force as 

a complement to the work in Section 3.2. 

In some investigations on AWC, the axial induction factor � is provided as the output of the farm 

controller [12], since in some manner it represents in a simple way how the wind turbine decreases 

wind velocity behind it. Given that this is not a standard actuation signal on current wind turbines, 

consideration will only be given to power, torque –which modifies TSR in turn- and collective pitch 

set points. 

The rotor power efficiency � is a function of blade pitch and TSR. Similarly the thrust coefficient � 

is also a function of pitch and TSR, although in different way – see Figure 16, obtained by using the 

FASTv8.16 version and the 10 MW reference wind turbine-. For example, note that the � curve is 

more sensitive to TSR and pitch variations around the point corresponding to optimal � in below-

rated conditions. 

 

(a) �� contour plot     (b) �� contour plot 

Figure 16: Contour plots for the reference wind turbine 

In simple wake models both the wake (speed reduction) and added turbulence are a (decreasing) 

function of � only. Further, thrust and thereby � have a significant effect on fatigue as the thrust 

forces start bending the blades which progresses to the rest of the turbine. Consequently, looking for 

pitch and TSR which provide maximal reduction of � for a given reduction of � seems to be a good 

starting point for optimal down-regulation for AWC. Alternatively, given the relationship between 

dynamic loads and fatigue, another potential strategy is to achieve a given value of � with the 

minimal variation on �, thus trying to reduce the range of variation on the corresponding loads. 

Again, TSR and pitch are the available parameters. The final control handles therefore remain the 

generator torque -which modifies the rotor speed and consequently, the TSR-, and the pitch angle. 
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However, control handles on a “higher level” can also be used. In full load operation at high wind 

speeds, rated power and generator speed set points can be changed which will then (indirectly) 

change the pitch and torque. In partial load, using a traditional maximum � tracking by having 

torque proportional to squared speed, the proportionality constant can be changed to a sub-optimal 

value which will change TSR. The pitch can be changed directly. 

An estimator of “effective wind speed” will make it possible to have a set point for power relative to 

the available aerodynamic power. This is of key importance when subsequent power down-

regulation requests coming from the wind farm controller have to be applied. Changing a “set point 

for relative power” will then indirectly change pitch and torque. 

According to Figure 17, where � and � curves are jointly depicted for the reference wind turbine, it 

can be observed that a desired minimum � or minimum variation of � will require joint variations 

of TSR and pitch angle to move the operation to particular (�, �) points. This corresponds to 

strategies that will follow a trajectory over such curves. 

 

 

Figure 17: Joint �� and �� contour curves for the reference wind turbine showing the trajectory for minimum �� for a fixed �� 

In Figure 17, both the standard operation curve, max � and minimum � for given � are found 

using methods involving numerical minimization. This can lead to a little uncertainty as seen in the 
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"Min � for fixed �" points. Notice also that the standard operation curve assumes variable fine 

pitch to maximize � when minimum speed is reached in partial load as seen in the green curve 

above the max � point which is found as (pitch,TSR)= (-0.94, 7.15). 

According to existing results from wind tunnel tests [13], it has been observed that variations of the 

TSR from its optimal point have an effect of increased kinetic energy downstream. However, 

increased TSR will lead to increased kinetic energy in the centre of the wake, while reduced TSR will 

increase it in the outer regions of the wake area. Thus, only in the latter case the downstream 

turbine will be able to extract the added energy allowing effective energy recovery from the farm-

level viewpoint. This effect seems to be relevant only for low turbine separation, full wake-turbine 

overlap and low ambient turbulent intensity conditions. Lower TSR values seem hence to be more 

adequate from the wake control perspective under such conditions. 

 

3.4 Active yaw control 

Wind turbines are aligned with the dominating wind direction using yaw control. For evaluating the 

performance of different yaw control strategies, two distinct yaw controllers are included in the Delft 

Research Controller (DRC) [14] a yaw-rate and a yaw-by-IPC control implementation, where IPC is an 

abbreviation for Individual Pitch Control. The theory on these two yaw control strategies is described 

in this chapter. First an introduction is given on yaw-rate control in Section 3.4.1, and the yaw-by-IPC 

strategy is outlined in Section 3.4.2. 

3.4.1 Yaw-rate control 

The industry control standard for wind turbine alignment is yaw-rate control. This control strategy 

uses a wind vane located downwind, i.e., seen from upwind the vane is positioned behind the rotor 

and tower. In this way, the vane can give an estimate of the current turbine misalignment, but does 

not give information on the absolute nacelle orientation. Yaw motors with an often limited and fixed 

yaw-rate are used for yaw movements. A higher yaw-rate would inevitably result in gyroscopic 

effects, as the nacelle is yawed during operating. The yaw-rate control implementation does not 

provide continuous alignment, but intermittently aligns the turbine nacelle when a predefined 

threshold is exceeded. 

A feedforward yaw-rate implementation is adopted from [15] and is slightly adjusted to allow for 

yaw-angle offsets. A schematic diagram is given in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18: Yaw-rate control implementation. A fast low-pass filtered signal on the yaw error is used for 

integration and comparison against a predefined threshold. Once the threshold is exceeded, the turbine 

yaws the amount of degrees given by the signal from the slow low-pass filter [15] 

 

The implementation uses the empirical determined yaw speed to calculate the duration of yaw 

actions. Two distinct low-pass filters on the yaw-error signal are employed. A fast low-pass filter 

(small time constant) is used to determine when the turbine should yaw according to some 

predefined threshold. The squared value of the yaw-error is used to obtain a higher penalization for 

larger yaw excursions, and is integrated into acc. Once the integrated error exceeds the predefined 

threshold, the value from the slow low-pass filter (large time constant) is taken to determine the yaw 

time 

�� ! � "#,$%&'"$(##) *      (1) 

to align with the dominating wind direction. The yaw-rate implementation is included in the DRC 

controller code, included in Appendix A. 

3.4.2 Yaw-by-IPC 

A novel approach of implementing yaw control is by mounting the turbine nacelle without spring 

stiffness on the tower, but keeping dampers to limit the rate of rotational velocity. Steering the 

turbine in the desired yaw position is accomplished by a pitch set-up, where both blades can attain 

distinct pitch angles, also known as IPC. 

IPC is mainly used for blade fatigue load reductions, using a so called Multi-Blade Coordinate (MBC) 

transformation. This transformation transforms the periodic blade load signals from the rotating 

reference frame into a non-rotating reference frame. The main reasoning to do this is to obtain 

decoupled signals for both the yaw and tilt direction of the turbine, such that control design for IPC 

implementations is simplified. With IPC, the control of both symmetric and asymmetric loads 
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becomes possible, and the latter mentioned property is used in the yaw-by-IPC set-up by creating a 

moment in the yaw plane. 

The above described IPC implementation is presented schematically in Figure 19. This figure shows 

the complete IPC implementation using the MBC transformation including fatigue blade load 

reduction and yaw-by-IPC control. As the focus in this report is on yaw control, further elaborations 

on load reduction control will be omitted. For the same reason, all components in Figure 19 that 

belong to load reduction control are indicated by dashed red lines. 

 

 

Figure 19: Yaw-by-IPC configuration, a PI-controller acts on the yaw-misalignment setpoint. The resulting 

yaw-by-IPC control signal is added to the pitch signal in the non-rotating frame of reference 

The yaw-misalignment control is decoupled from IPC blade load reduction control by frequency 

separation. The yaw-error is low-pass filtered (second order) in and fed through a PI-controller 

resulting in the non-rotating yaw angle. It is then and added to the high-pass filtered yaw component 

in the non-rotating frame of reference. By low- and high-pass filtering of the before mentioned 

signals, both control objectives are decoupled. The reverse transformation, which is a function of the 

rotor azimuth angle, transforms the non-rotating yaw pitch angles in actual pitch angles 

+�,�-�./ � 0 cos4 sin4cos4 7 -8. sin4 7 -8.cos4 7 98. sin4 7 98.
: ; ��<=�∗�� !∗ 7 �� !?∗ @   (2) 

The IPC controller code, including separate and combined implementations for blade load fatigue 

reductions and yaw-by-IPC, is included in the DRC in Appendix A. 

 

3.5 Combination of down-regulation and yaw control 

Depending on the wind farm layout, the optimal (however defined) wind farm control may entail 

both induction control and wake steering. The optimum settings for a given wind condition may 
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involve yaw misalignments on some turbines and power reductions on some, and it may even be that 

both set-points may be applied simultaneously to some turbines at some times. 

If this is the case, then some decisions need to be made about what this means for the turbine 

controller. If a yaw offset is applied, this already results in some reduction in power. If a power 

reduction (delta or percentage set-point) is also applied, should this be the amount by which the 

power is further reduced, or the total amount by which the power should be reduced including the 

effect of the yaw offset? This is to some extent an arbitrary decision, but it has implications for the 

way in which it is implemented. 

A given yaw offset is straightforward to implement: for example, it can simply be added to the wind 

vane calibration offset (assuming the yaw misalignment is measured by the nacelle wind vane rather 

than by some other means), and the yaw actuation system then positions the nacelle accordingly. 

The yaw actuation can either be by means of traditional yaw motors, or driven by individual pitch 

control as described in Section 3.4. Combining the two, yaw motors can be used to drive the nacelle 

while individual pitch control is used to mitigate the resulting blade loads while also minimising the 

aerodynamic yaw moment against which the yaw motors have to push. 

A power delta set-point is not so straightforward to implement, particularly below rated. Different 

ways are discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. However, the situation is further complicated by any yaw 

misalignment, whether intentional (through a yaw offset command) or not (i.e. the normal yaw 

misalignments resulting from the slow response of the yaw controller). In this chapter, a method of 

implementing a power delta set-point, described in [16], is extended so that it can be used in 

combination with yaw control. Current values of rotor speed and acceleration together with 

collective pitch angle are used to estimate the current rotor-average wind speed, based on an 

aerodynamic description of the rotor in the form of a two-dimensional look-up table of � as a 

function of tip speed ratio and pitch angle. Taking yaw misalignment into account, this becomes a 

three-dimensional look-up table, although it may be possible to approximate this by an expression 

such as �AB, θ, DE F �AB, �EAcosDEGAHE    (3) 

where B is the tip speed ratio, � the collective pitch angle and D the yaw angle. The polynomial 

expression IA�E � � 7 J� 7 K�-	was found to give a reasonable fit to the results of some steady-

wind simulations run using Bladed over a range of different conditions, for a particular 2MW generic 

turbine model. There has been some debate over the way in which wind turbine power decreases 

with yaw angle, with a cubic relationship to cos D	 often assumed, but measurements often suggest a 

smaller exponent such as 1.5 – 2. These results (using Blade Element Momentum theory with the 

skewed wake correction), suggest an exponent of a ≈ 1.5 at fine pitch (here -2º), but increasing at 

larger pitch angles as shown in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20: Cos(yaw) exponent as a function of pitch angle 

 

Although not perfect, in the first instance this simple correction to the � look-up has been used in 

the wind speed estimator to allow it to work at high yaw angles. 

As described in [16], the estimated wind speed is then used to drive a very simple dynamic model of 

the turbine, including the rotor speed control by torque and pitch, so that the controller can estimate 

the power which would be expected to be generated with zero delta and yaw set-points, as well as 

the expected rotor speed. The delta set-point is then subtracted from the expected power to give the 

power demand for the inverter, as shown in Figure 21. 
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Figure 21: Delta control scheme with yaw 

 

 

Figure 22: Delta control scheme with yaw operating at 11 m/s (10% turbulence intensity) 
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The pitch control is not shown in Figure 21, but is essentially unchanged except that below rated, fine 

pitch is increased in order to maintain rotor speed at the level of the expected speed. The pitch 

increase is calculated again using the yaw correction to the � look-up. (NB a desired speed different 

from the expected speed could be defined of course, but in practice there seems little reason not to 

just maintain the expected rotor speed.) 

To demonstrate the scheme in operation, Figure 22 shows the power generated with and without a 

500kW delta set-point, at mean yaw misalignments of 0, 10 and 20 degrees. The 2MW generic 

turbine is the one used for previous work on induction control [17]. The delta control 

implementation within the controller for this turbine was modified as above to allow simultaneous 

implementation of yaw and delta set-points, and a series of Bladed runs performed over a range of 

conditions to populate the fatigue loads database needed for the set-point optimisation. The 

database includes yaw misalignments from -30 to 30 degrees in 10 degree steps, combined with 

delta set-points from zero to 2MW in 0.5 MW steps. With the full range of wind speeds and 

turbulence intensities, the database contains 2205 10-minute simulations. This is now ready to start 

generating quasi-static open-loop “advanced sector management” control strategies as in [17], but 

now with delta and yaw set-points optimised simultaneously, to maximise a benefit function which 

includes both energy production and fatigue loads. 
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4 VALIDATION AND RESULTS 

In this section, the results of the simulations corresponding to the different strategies are presented 

and discussed. 

4.1 Active derating strategies for active power control 

Six different down-regulation strategies were presented in Section 3.2. It was found that down-

regulation using a lower TSR did not result in the desired effect at low wind speeds in terms of 

energy reduction, while the other strategies were able to achieve it well enough. The next step is to 

assess the effect of the different down-regulation strategies on the loads of the wind turbine, more 

specifically the aim is to reduce fatigue loads of the turbine.  

4.1.1 Description of simulations performed 

In order to test the performance of the different controllers, they are used in the aeroelastic 

simulation tool PHATAS. Again the 10MW INNWIND.EU turbine with a 180 meter rotor diameter is 

used with a desired down-regulation percentage of 20%. Since the effect on fatigue loads are of 

primary interest, simulations are performed for normal operation with turbulent wind speeds 

ranging from 4-25 m/s with six realizations per wind speed. This corresponds to Design Load Case 

(DLC) 1.2. 

The performances of the down-regulation strategies are subsequently compared to the case of the 

baseline controller in terms of fatigue loading on a number of selected structural wind turbine 

components, i.e., the tower (bottom), the blade roots and the rotor shaft. Additionally, the energy 

production is compared with the desired reference. The results of the simulations are presented in 

Figure 23 to Figure 26. 

4.1.2 Presentation and discussion of results 

The effects of the different down-regulation strategies on tower loads are depicted in Figure 23. It 

can be observed that there is an increase in fatigue loads at wind speeds around L = 10 m/s when 

down-regulation strategies 1a and 1b are used. In order to understand the cause of this increase in 

fatigue loads, the two time series plots given in Figure 27 are investigated. From the left-hand side 

plot it is observed that the absolute displacement of the tower bottom is many times greater when 

down-regulation strategy 1a is applied. Furthermore, by looking closely at the time period of the 

oscillations it can be seen that the tower moves at approximately the first tower frequency (f ≈ 0.25 

Hz), i.e., there is a lot of resonance occurring. By looking at both time series from Figure 27 side by 

side, it can be seen that the resonance behaviour occurs at rotor speeds of around � = 5 rpm, for 

which the 3P blade passing frequency is right at f = 0.25 Hz. This causes the resonance and the 

increased fatigue loads in the tower bottom.  
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Another interesting observation from Figure 23 is that strategies which reduce the rated rotor speed 

at full load result in slightly higher tower fatigue loads than in the case of reducing the torque. The 

increase in fatigue loads when the rated rotor speed is decreased, is thought to be the result of a 

decrease in aerodynamic damping. Aerodynamic damping results from the motion of the rotor blade 

relative to the wind velocity, thus this effect is reduced when the relative velocity is decreased. 

Furthermore, when the rated rotor speed is reduced the turbine requires a larger pitch action when 

operating in full load. This reduces the effective blade area and thus also results in a decrease of the 

aerodynamic damping and hence an increase in fatigue loads. 

 

 

Figure 23: Average DELs of the tower bottom over a range of wind speeds 

 

 

Figure 24: Average DELs of the blade roots over a range of wind speeds 
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Figure 25: Average DELs of the rotor shaft over a range of wind speeds 

 

 

Figure 26: Wind turbine energy production over a range of wind speeds 

 

 

Figure 27: Time series of the INNWIND.EU turbines’ tower bottom displacement (left) and Slow Shaft 

Equivalent (SSE) rotor speed (right) 
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The left plot of Figure 24 shows increased fatigue loads at very low wind speeds for strategy 2a and 

2b. This is because the turbine operates at higher rotor speeds compared to the nominal controller 

at these wind speeds. This is also seen at higher wind speeds, when the strategies that limit the rotor 

speed show a larger decrease in blade loads. However, even the three strategies that reduce the 

generator torque at full load result in a (smaller) decrease of blade fatigue loads at higher wind 

speeds. 

In Figure 25 it can be observed that the rotor shaft DELs increase at wind speeds around L �	6 m/s 

when using down-regulation strategies 2a and 2b. This is due to the higher rotational velocity of the 

rotor which results in higher bending moments of the blades. In turn this also leads to higher bending 

moments and thus fatigue loads in the rotor shaft. At higher wind speeds it is observed that reducing 

the maximum rotor speed has a positive influence on the fatigue loads on the shaft, while reducing 

the maximum generator torque results in similar loads as in the case of the nominal controller.  

Figure 26 shows the performance of the down-regulation strategies with respect to power 

production. Strategies 1a and 1b are not capable of attaining the desired down-regulation level at 

very low wind speeds. To a lesser degree this can also be said about strategies 2a and 2b, but the 

desired down-regulation level is achieved at low wind speeds. The most stable performance is given 

when down-regulation is done only by pitching, as can be seen by the lines referring to strategies 3a 

and 3b. 

In Figure 13 to Figure 15 the performance of the different down-regulation strategies were 

presented for a large range of wind speeds. However, the environmental conditions often differ for 

different turbines. It is therefore also interesting to see what the effect of down-regulation is for a 

given wind distribution. In doing so, the overall load reduction or increase over the entire lifetime 

can be estimated. The INNWIND.EU 10 MW turbine is a class 1A turbine with Rayleigh wind 

distribution given in Figure 28. Using this Rayleigh distribution, the lifetime fatigue loads of several 

turbine components are computed for each down-regulation strategy and compared to the fatigue 

loads resulting from the nominal controller. For a clear comparison it is assumed that the down-

regulation strategies are used for the entire lifetime of a turbine. The results of this analysis are 

presented in Table 2.  
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Figure 28: Rayleigh wind distribution with average wind speed  ���� � 	
 m/s 

It is observed that for this particular wind distribution, only strategy 1a results in a small increase of 

tower lifetime fatigue loads. For the remaining down-regulation strategies it holds that all the fatigue 

loads have been slightly reduced and in many cases even significantly reduced. Overall it seems that 

strategy 2b, which incorporates operation at higher TSR and reduced rotor speed at full load, has the 

best load reduction performance. However, the load reduction of a particular component might have 

a higher priority and so the other strategies should not be cast aside immediately.  

 

Table 2: DELs of several structural wind turbine components relative to the performance of the baseline 

controller 

 Strategy 1a Strategy 1b Strategy 2a Strategy 2b Strategy 3a Strategy 3b 

Tower bottom +1.8% -0.2% -17.6% -12.7% -13.2% -9.1% 

Blade roots -8.9% -25.1% -14.6% -24.0% -14.2% -24.8% 

Rotor shaft -4.9% -17.9% -0.9% -14.2% -4.2% -15.9% 

Energy production -17.1% -20.1% -20.8% -20.3% -20.3% -20.7% 

 

4.2 Active derating strategies for wake control 

4.2.1 Description of simulations performed 

The simulations presented in this section have been performed by using the aeroelastic code FAST 

v8.16, an implementation of the 10 MW reference wind turbine and the common controller 
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described in Section 3.1 as the baseline control. Down-regulation to different percentages of the 

power baseline has been applied: 80%, 70% and 60% of power, which corresponds to 20%, 30% and 

40% of power reduction, respectively. 

The strategy of minimal variation of � and minimal �	for a targeted � has been applied below-

rated, by choosing and testing selected (�, �) points within the contour curves (Figure 16) taking 

into consideration not to decrease TSR in excess due to the limitation of minimum rotor speed (6 

rpm). Both types of trajectories have resulted in close operating points. The figures in next section 

refer to minimal variation of � setup applying rated torque reduction for above-rated regime. 

Again, like in Section 4.1, the simulations correspond to Design Load Case (DLC) 1.2 in order to assess 

the related fatigue loads, with normal operation of the wind turbine and turbulent wind speeds from 

4 m/s to 25 m/s each 2 m/s. The performance of the down-regulation strategies considering the � 

operating points is analysed through DEL relative values in relevant components such as tower 

bottom, blade roots and rotor shaft. Equally, the corresponding mean thrust and mean � values are 

presented, which give a better idea on how the wake may be affected rather than the � stationary 

values of the contour plots. 

4.2.2 Presentation and discussion of results 

The required operating points from the wake control perspective and the trajectory defined above 

led to rotor speeds in the simulations lower than the minimal value permitted. Even if no torque is 

extracted from the generator, the rotor does not achieve this minimal speed. With alarms setting, 

the turbine control would definitely lead to feather. Thus, values for 4 m/s are not presented in the 

following figures and care should be taken when applying down-regulation for wake control at near 

cut-in wind speeds. 

The reduction of mean thrust and mean aerodynamic � is presented in Figure 29 and Figure 30, 

respectively, for the range of wind speeds. As expected, further reduction in the thrust and 

aerodynamic � is produced as we target lower power values. The extent of reduction in both 

parameters goes down as wind speed increases due to higher pitch angles once the turbine is above 

rated, which places the operating point in a less change-sensitive region of the � contour plot (see 

Figure 16 b). 
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Figure 29: Reduction in Mean Thrust for the different down-regulation percentages and wind speeds 

 

Figure 30: Reduction in Mean aerodynamic �� for the different down-regulation percentages and wind 

speeds 

Regarding the achievement of the set point for power generation, the mean value for generator 

power is depicted in Figure 31. Low wind speeds (6 m/s) prove to be more challenging points to get 

the target. At below-rated wind speeds, the control system acts in open loop configuration. Potential 

ways to improve this could be to close loop for reference tracking, complemented by adequate wind 

speed estimators which can be implemented by crossing information at farm level in order to take 

wake interactions into account. 
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Figure 31: Reduction in Mean Generator Power for the various power percentages and wind speeds 

As for the resulting loads, blade root moments (flapwise, edgewise) are shown in Figure 32 and 

Figure 33, thrust in Figure 34, rotating hub moments (downward and sideward) in Figure 35 and 

Figure 36, while tower bottom moments (fore-aft, side-side) are shown in Figure 37 and Figure 38. 

We find that down-regulation leads to load reduction for most of the components in the range of 6 

m/s to 16 m/s. There is not large reduction in blade moments above rated when the torque 

generator set point is decreasing to get down-regulation, while the rotor speed is constant. The pitch 

angle is then increased against the baseline controller to decrease the aerodynamic torque. As 

explained in Section 4.1.2, the effective blade area is reduced and this also results in a decrease of 

the aerodynamic damping and consequent small reduction or even increase of fatigue loads. 

We find an increase of tower base moment side-side in Figure 38. This could be due to the wind 

turbine control acting at resonance frequencies of the system or to stability problems for a large 

wind turbine like the 10 MW reference wind turbine when running out of normal operation. 

Aeroelastic instability has been reported in the literature [18], and it is currently a matter under 

study [19]. Given that exact determination of the root cause for this behaviour gets out of the scope 

of the present deliverable, future work will be performed implementing the corresponding 

contingency measures and consequently updating the wind turbine controller. 
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Figure 32: Blade Root Flapwise Moment for the various power percentages and wind speeds 

 

 

Figure 33: Blade Root Edgewise Moment for the various power percentages and wind speeds 
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Figure 34: DEL reduction related to Thrust for the various power percentages and wind speeds 

 

 

Figure 35: Rotating Hub Moment (downward) for the various power percentages and wind speeds 
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Figure 36: Rotating Hub Moment (sideward) for the various power percentages and wind speeds 

 

 

Figure 37: Tower Base Moment (fore-aft) for the various power percentages and wind speeds 
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Figure 38: Tower Base Moment (side-side) for the various power percentages and wind speeds 

 

4.3 Active yaw control 

In this chapter simulation results are presented. First the simulation set-up is described in Section 

4.3.1, and results are given in Section 4.3.2. 

4.3.1 Description of simulations performed 

This report focuses on the performance of yaw-rate control compared to yaw-by-IPC control. The 

DTU 10MW reference wind turbine model [7] is taken as a basis in OpenFAST [20]. OpenFAST is an 

open-source wind turbine simulation tool that was established in 2017 with the FAST v8 code as its 

starting point. The goal of OpenFAST is being a community model, with developers and users from 

research laboratories, academia, and industry. The Delft Research Controller (DRC) for wind turbines 

[14], developed within the project, is used as a baseline controller for all simulation cases, and 

includes the yaw-rate and yaw-by-IPC implementations as described in Section 3.4. This baseline 

wind turbine controller aims to provide an open, modular and fully adaptable baseline wind turbine 

controller to the scientific community. Like NREL’s high-fidelity wind turbine simulation software 

FAST, the DRC is being developed in Fortran 90 and uses the Bladed-style DISCON controller 

interface. Because of the open character, scientists are able to collaborate and contribute in making 

continuous improvements to the code. Remarkable functionality of the DRC is the ability to activate 

and switch between conventional yaw-rate and novel yaw-by-IPC control implementations. 
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Using the DRC, a comparative analysis is performed between the yaw control strategies described in 

Section 3.4. The analysis provides a performance comparison on yaw tracking performance and 

turbine fatigue loads. These control strategies have also been implemented in the open common CL-

Windcon baseline controller presented in Section 3.1 for its use by project partners and the 

community. 

Individual wind turbine controllers should allow for setpoint changes demanded and determined by a 

wind farm supercontroller. The setpoint considered in this report is the yaw-offset angle, which is 

used to intentionally misalign wind turbines for wake steering purposes. 

A yaw-rate controller is only active intermittently (i.e., when the accumulated yaw misalignment 

signal exceeds a certain threshold), and is can be modelled as a spring-damper system between the 

nacelle and tower. As the main difference between yaw-rate and yaw-by-IPC control is the absence 

of yaw-stiffness between nacelle and tower, a distinction is made between a fixed- and free-yaw set-

up. For the former case, no active yaw-alignment control is enabled to maintain their demanded 

yaw-offset angle, and for the latter case active control is used to align the turbine with the 

demanded yaw position. Both cases are in each simulation initialized at the intended yaw offset. The 

yaw-rate control simulations serve as a baseline case for comparison with yaw-by-IPC control. A 

comparison is made by creating a mapping on a grid of wind speeds and imposed yaw offsets, and 

the simulations cases are defined in Table 3. 

Loads can be quantified by different measures and the ones that are most important in wind turbine 

design include Damage Equivalent Loads (DEL), Power Spectral Density (PSD) and standard 

deviations. Load measurements can be converted into DEL as a measure of fatigue loading. DEL 

represents the amplitude of a certain harmonic load variation that would cause the same damage 

level when it is repeated for a given amount of cycles [21]. For this report the DEL is mainly used, and 

the implementation NREL MLife Estimator of Fatigue Life software is used for calculation [22]. 

For the yaw-by-IPC implementation, the control bandwidth is tuned to the yaw-rate parameter of 

supplied with the DTU10MW RWT model. As the yaw rate for yaw-rate control is fixed and is not 

proportional to the yaw-alignment error (i.e., the yaw rate control is not a Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) 

system), the control bandwidth of the yaw-by-IPC implementation is tuned to match the yaw rate of 

a 10 deg step on the yaw angle. The controller parameters, together with the low- and high-pass 

filter cut-off and cut-in frequencies are given in Table 4, and the step response is presented by Figure 

39. 
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Figure 39: The control bandwidth of the yaw-by-IPC controller is tuned to match the yaw rate property of the 

DTU10MW RWT for a deg step on the yaw angle 

 

 

Figure 40: Decoupling of the IPC blade load reduction and yaw-by-IPC control is accomplished by frequency 

separation. A second-order low-pass filter ℒℒℒℒ acts on the yaw control signal in the non-rotating reference 

frame, while a first-order high-pass filter ℋℋℋℋ provides cut-in at a higher frequency for contribution to blade 

fatigue load reductions 
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Table 3: Simulation cases and respective parameters 

 

 

Table 4: Control parameters for the yaw-by-IPC implementation 

 

4.3.2 Presentation and discussion of results 

This section presents the simulation results, and a comparison between the fixed-yaw and yaw-by-

IPC cases. A grid search is performed over a range of wind speeds and yaw offsets to make a 

comparison between both control strategies. In the left plot results are presented for the former 

mentioned case, while in the right plot results are presented for the latter. The colour bar mapping 

and plot axes are synchronized between plot pairs for convenient comparison. 

In Figure 41 a fatigue DEL comparison is given for the out-of-plane blade flapping moment, the 

combined tower fore-aft and side-side moment (xy-axis), and the tower torsion moment (z-axis), in 

Figure 41a, b, and c, respectively. For the cases of blade flapping and tower xy-moments, it is seen 

that at lower wind speeds the fatigue loading is similar; whereas the tower torsion fatigue loading 

completely disappears for the yaw-by-IPC case. The last observation is a result of the absence of yaw-

spring stiffness between nacelle and tower. At higher wind speeds, the DEL turns out higher for the 

yaw-by-IPC blade flapping moment case, whereas the tower xy-moment fatigue loads also show to 

be sensitive for yaw-offsets at higher wind speeds. A relative comparison for all three cases is given 

in Figure 42. 

A plot showing the yaw position standard deviation for the yaw-by-IPC case is presented in Figure 43. 

It is observed that for lower wind speeds the standard deviation stays approximately equal over the 

complete range of yaw-offsets, but increases and shows a clear maximum at higher wind speeds. The 

larger DELs at higher wind speeds can probably be accounted to this phenomenon. A gain-scheduled 
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yaw-by-IPC controller, increasing the control bandwidth for improved setpoint tracking at higher 

wind speeds is presumably beneficial from a loads and power capture perspective. 
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Figure 41: A comparison between DEL values for the fixed-yaw (left) and yaw-by-IPC (right) cases. A grid 

search is performed over a range of wind speeds and yaw-offset angles 

 

Figure 42: Relative comparison between the fixed-yaw and yaw-by-IPC control strategies for blade flapping, 

combined tower xy and tower torsion moments. The first two plots use the common colour bar next the 

second plot, while a separate colour bar is present for the third plot. Values are given by a percentage, 

where 100 % means equal load values for the considered operating point 

 

 

Figure 43: The yaw position standard deviation for the yaw-by-IPC case. It is seen that the standard deviation 

is approximately constant for lower wind speeds, but increases at higher wind speeds. A clear maximum is 

observed for higher wind speeds and 0 deg yaw-offset 
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The deliverable of this project is code for the implementation of the yaw-by-IPC control strategy. This 

code is part of the open-source baseline wind turbine controller, formally named the Delft Research 

Controller (DRC). The yaw-by-IPC controller in the DRC is used to obtain the results in this report. 

A load comparison for two different yaw control implementations is presented. The fixed-yaw case, 

which represents the yaw-rate control strategy, is used as a baseline case for comparison to the yaw-

by-IPC case. It is shown that the yaw-by-IPC strategy is able the regulate the yaw position around a 

predefined set point, but that in the current implementation blade flapping and tower xy fatigue 

loads are increased at higher wind speeds. The tower torsion fatigue loading completely diminishes, 

as a result of the absence of yaw spring-stiffness between nacelle and tower. It is also shown that at 

higher wind speeds, higher yaw angle excursions are obtained. 

Other control options are still open for further research, such as a study on the influence of 

controller settings. A gain-scheduled controller based on a wind speed estimate can presumably 

improve performance from a load and power capture perspective. Another option is combining the 

yaw-by-IPC controller with the blade load fatigue IPC controller. Finally, the possibilities of a hybrid 

solution between yaw-rate and yaw-by-IPC control is to be investigated. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

This deliverable explores different strategies for down-regulation from the fatigue optimization 

perspective. Equally, the effect of actuation through active yaw control is examined, as well as the 

possibility of combination of both types of control methods. Such control strategies at turbine level 

are aimed at providing the required individual operation for wind farm control optimization, which 

will be developed in subsequent deliverables in WP2. As long as these farm control advances, some 

modifications and adjustments at turbine control level might be required to take into consideration 

for example the way in which the turbine set points are requested (power, yaw setpoints,…). Equally, 

the development of wind observers at farm level may complement the estimation of wind speed to 

be used at the turbine. 

Additionally, an open controller code has been developed for the reference wind turbine, which 

incorporates the selected strategies. This FAST-compatible controller will be used by CL-Windcon 

consortium as a basis for farm simulations as well as for farm control design. SOWFA compatibility 

adaptation as the related work progresses will be done, in particular with respect to communication 

with the farm supercontroller. 
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7 APPENDIX A 

In this Appendix the version of the Delft Research Controller used during the course of this project is 

included (25 October 2017). As the controller is open-source, publicly available and under continuous 

development, the latest version can be obtained from the following GitHub repository: 

 

https://github.com/TUDelft-DataDrivenControl/DRC_Fortran 

 

7.1 DISCON.f90 
!================================================== =====================  
! SUBROUTINE DISCON (avrSWAP, from_SC, to_SC, aviFA IL, accINFILE, avcOUTNAME, avcMSG) BIND (C, 
NAME='DISCON')  
SUBROUTINE DISCON( avrSWAP,  aviFAIL ,  accINFILE ,  avcOUTNAME,  avcMSG)  BIND( C,  NAME='DISCON' )  
!DEC$ ATTRIBUTES DLLEXPORT :: DISCON  
 
   ! 06/09/2017  
 
   ! This Bladed-style DLL controller is used to imple ment a variable-speed  
   ! generator-torque controller, PI collective blade pitch controller, individual pitch  
   ! controller and yaw controller for the NREL Offsho re 5MW baseline wind turbine.  
   ! This routine was extended by S.P. Mulders, J. Hoo rneman and J. Govers of TU Delft.  
   ! The routine is based on the routine as written by  J. Jonkman of NREL/NWTC.  
 
   ! DO NOT REMOVE or MODIFY LINES starting with "!DEC $" or "!GCC$"  
   ! !DEC$ specifies attributes for IVF and !GCC$ spec ifies attributes for gfortran  
 
   USE,  INTRINSIC  ::  ISO_C_Binding 
   USE ::  ReadParameters 
   USE ::  FunctionToolbox 
   USE ::  Filters 
   USE DRC_Types ,  ONLY: ObjectInstances 
 
   IMPLICIT  NONE 
#ifndef IMPLICIT_DLLEXPORT  
!GCC$ ATTRIBUTES DLLEXPORT :: DISCON  
#endif  
 
!-------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------
---------------------------------  
! Variable declaration and initialization  
!-------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------
---------------------------------  
 
   ! Passed Variables:  
!REAL(C_FLOAT), INTENT(IN) :: from_SC(*) ! DATA fro m the supercontroller  
!REAL(C_FLOAT), INTENT(INOUT) :: to_SC(*) ! DATA to  the supercontroller  
 
   REAL( C_FLOAT),  INTENT( INOUT)  ::  avrSWAP (*)  ! The swap array, used to pass data to, and 
receive data from, the DLL controller.  
   INTEGER( C_INT ),  INTENT( INOUT)  ::  aviFAIL ! A flag used to indicate the success of this DLL 
call set as follows: 0 if the DLL call was successf ul, >0 if the DLL call was successful but 
cMessage should be issued as a warning messsage, <0  if the DLL call was unsuccessful or for 
any other reason the simulation is to be stopped at  this point with cMessage as the error 
message.  
   CHARACTER( KIND=C_CHAR),  INTENT( IN )  ::  accINFILE ( NINT( avrSWAP( 50)))  ! The name of the 
parameter input file  
   CHARACTER( KIND=C_CHAR),  INTENT( IN )  ::  avcOUTNAME( NINT( avrSWAP( 51)))  ! OUTNAME (Simulation 
RootName)  
   CHARACTER( KIND=C_CHAR),  INTENT( INOUT)  ::  avcMSG( NINT( avrSWAP( 49)))  ! MESSAGE (Message from 
DLL to simulation code [ErrMsg]) The message which will be displayed by the calling program if 
aviFAIL <> 0.  
 
   ! Types  
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   TYPE( ObjectInstances )  ::  objInst 
 
   ! Local Variables:  
 
   REAL( 4),  SAVE ::  LastGenTrq ! Commanded electrical generator torque the last ti me the 
controller was called, [Nm].  
   REAL( 4),  SAVE ::  PitComT ! Total command pitch based on the sum of the propo rtional and 
integral terms, [rad].  
   REAL( 4),  SAVE ::  PitComT_IPC ( 3)  ! Total command pitch based on the sum of the propo rtional 
and integral terms, including IPC term [rad].  
   REAL( 4),  SAVE ::  Y_AccErr ! Accumulated yaw error [rad].  
   REAL( 4),  SAVE ::  Y_YawEndT ! Yaw end time, [s]. Indicates the time up until wh ich yaw is 
active with a fixed rate  
   REAL( 4),  SAVE ::  testValue ! TestValue  
 
   INTEGER( 4)  ::  I ! Generic index.  
   INTEGER( 4)  ::  instLPF ! Instance counter for all first-order low-pass fil ters  
   INTEGER( 4)  ::  K ! Loops through blades.  
   INTEGER( 4),  PARAMETER ::  UnDb = 85 ! I/O unit for the debugging information  
   INTEGER( 4),  PARAMETER ::  UnDb2 = 86 ! I/O unit for the debugging information  
 
   LOGICAL( 1),  PARAMETER ::  DbgOut = .FALSE.  ! Flag to indicate whether to output debugging 
information  
 
   CHARACTER( 1),  PARAMETER ::  Tab = CHAR( 9)  ! The tab character.  
   CHARACTER( 25),  PARAMETER ::  FmtDat = "(F8.3,99('" // Tab// "',ES10.3E2,:)) "  ! The format of 
the debugging data  
 
   CHARACTER( SIZE ( avcOUTNAME)  -  1)  ::  RootName ! a Fortran version of the input C string (not 
considered an array here) [subtract 1 for the C nul l-character]  
   CHARACTER( SIZE ( avcMSG)  -  1)  ::  ErrMsg  ! a Fortran version of the C string argument (not 
considered an array here) [subtract 1 for the C nul l-character]  
 
   ! Read avrSWAP array into derived types/variables  
   CALL ReadAvrSWAP( avrSWAP)  
 
   ! Initialize aviFAIL to 0:  
   aviFAIL = 0 
 
   ! Initialize all filter instance counters at 1  
   objInst %instLPF = 1 
   objInst %instSecLPF = 1 
   objInst %instHPF = 1 
   objInst %instNotchSlopes = 1 
   objInst %instNotch = 1 
 
   ! Read any External Controller Parameters specified  in the User Interface  
   ! and initialize variables:  
   IF  ( LocalVar %iStatus == 0)  THEN ! .TRUE. if we're on the first call to the DLL  
 
      ! Inform users that we are using this user-defined routine:  
      aviFAIL = 1 
      ErrMsg  = ' ' // NEW_LINE( 'A' )//  & 
               'Running the Delft Research Controller (DRC) ' // NEW_LINE( 'A' )//  & 
               'A wind turbine controller for use in the scientifi c field ' // NEW_LINE( 'A' )//  & 
               'Written by S.P. Mulders, Jan-Willem van Wingerden ' // NEW_LINE( 'A' )//  & 
               'Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands ' // NEW_LINE( 'A' )//  & 
               'Visit our GitHub-page to contribute to this projec t: ' // NEW_LINE( 'A' )//  & 
               'https://github.com/TUDelft-DataDrivenControl '  
 
      CALL ReadControlParameterFileSub ()  
 
      ! Initialize testValue (debugging variable)  
      ! testValue = 0.4  
 
      ! Initialize the SAVEd variables:  
      ! NOTE: LastGenTrq, though SAVEd, is initialized in  the torque controller  
      ! below for simplicity, not here.  
      LocalVar %PitCom = LocalVar %BlPitch ! This will ensure that the variable speed controll er 
picks the correct control region and the pitch cont roller picks the correct gain on the first 
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call  
      Y_AccErr = 0.0  ! This will ensure that the accumulated yaw error s tarts at zero  
      Y_YawEndT = - 1.0  ! This will ensure that the initial yaw end time is  lower than the 
actual time to prevent initial yawing  
 
      
!.................................................. ...........................................
.................................  
      ! Check validity of input parameters:  
      
!.................................................. ...........................................
.................................  
 
      IF  ( CntrPar %CornerFreq <= 0.0 )  THEN 
         aviFAIL = - 1 
         ErrMsg  = 'CornerFreq must be greater than zero.'  
      ENDIF 
 
      IF  ( LocalVar %DT <= 0.0 )  THEN 
         aviFAIL = - 1 
         ErrMsg  = 'DT must be greater than zero.'  
      ENDIF 
 
      IF  ( CntrPar %VS_CtInSp < 0.0 )  THEN 
         aviFAIL = - 1 
         ErrMsg  = 'VS_CtInSp must not be negative.'  
      ENDIF 
 
      IF  ( CntrPar %VS_MinOM <= CntrPar %VS_CtInSp )  THEN 
         aviFAIL = - 1 
         ErrMsg  = 'VS_MinOM must be greater than VS_CtInSp.'  
      ENDIF 
 
      IF  ( CntrPar %VS_MaxRat <= 0.0 )  THEN 
         aviFAIL = - 1 
         ErrMsg  = 'VS_MaxRat must be greater than zero.'  
      ENDIF 
 
      IF  ( CntrPar %VS_RtTq < 0.0 )  THEN 
         aviFAIL = - 1 
         ErrMsg  = 'VS_RtTw must not be negative.'  
      ENDIF 
 
      IF  ( CntrPar %VS_Rgn2K < 0.0 )  THEN 
         aviFAIL = - 1 
         ErrMsg  = 'VS_Rgn2K must not be negative.'  
      ENDIF 
 
      IF  ( CntrPar %VS_MaxTq < CntrPar %VS_RtTq )  THEN 
         aviFAIL = - 1 
         ErrMsg  = 'VS_RtTq must not be greater than VS_MaxTq.'  
      ENDIF 
 
      IF  ( CntrPar %VS_KP( 1)  > 0.0 )  THEN 
         aviFAIL = - 1 
         ErrMsg  = 'VS_KP must be greater than zero.'  
      ENDIF 
 
      IF  ( CntrPar %VS_KI ( 1)  > 0.0 )  THEN 
         aviFAIL = - 1 
         ErrMsg  = 'VS_KI must be greater than zero.'  
      ENDIF 
 
      IF  ( CntrPar %PC_RefSpd <= 0.0 )  THEN 
         aviFAIL = - 1 
         ErrMsg  = 'PC_RefSpd must be greater than zero.'  
      ENDIF 
 
      IF  ( CntrPar %PC_MaxRat <= 0.0 )  THEN 
         aviFAIL = - 1 
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         ErrMsg  = 'PC_MaxRat must be greater than zero.'  
      ENDIF 
 
      IF  ( CntrPar %PC_MinPit >= CntrPar %PC_MaxPit )  THEN 
         aviFAIL = - 1 
         ErrMsg  = 'PC_MinPit must be less than PC_MaxPit.'  
      ENDIF 
 
      IF  ( CntrPar %IPC_KI <= 0.0 )  THEN 
         aviFAIL = - 1 
         ErrMsg  = 'IPC_KI must be greater than zero.'  
      ENDIF 
 
      IF  ( CntrPar %IPC_omegaLP <= 0.0 )  THEN 
         aviFAIL = - 1 
         ErrMsg  = 'IPC_omegaLP must be greater than zero.'  
      ENDIF 
 
      IF  ( CntrPar %IPC_omegaNotch <= 0.0 )  THEN 
         aviFAIL = - 1 
         ErrMsg  = 'IPC_omegaNotch must be greater than zero.'  
      ENDIF 
 
      IF  ( CntrPar %IPC_phi <= 0.0 )  THEN 
         aviFAIL = - 1 
         ErrMsg  = 'IPC_phi must be greater than zero.'  
      ENDIF 
 
      IF  ( CntrPar %IPC_zetaLP <= 0.0 )  THEN 
         aviFAIL = - 1 
         ErrMsg  = 'IPC_zetaLP must be greater than zero.'  
      ENDIF 
 
      IF  ( CntrPar %IPC_zetaNotch <= 0.0 )  THEN 
         aviFAIL = - 1 
         ErrMsg  = 'IPC_zetaNotch must be greater than zero.'  
      ENDIF 
 
      IF  ( CntrPar %Y_ErrThresh <= 0.0 )  THEN 
         aviFAIL = - 1 
         ErrMsg  = 'Y_ErrThresh must be greater than zero.'  
      ENDIF 
 
      IF  ( CntrPar %Y_Rate <= 0.0 )  THEN 
         aviFAIL = - 1 
         ErrMsg  = 'CntrPar%Y_Rate must be greater than zero.'  
      ENDIF 
 
      IF  ( CntrPar %Y_omegaLPFast <= 0.0 )  THEN 
         aviFAIL = - 1 
         ErrMsg  = 'Y_omegaLPFast must be greater than zero.'  
      ENDIF 
 
      IF  ( CntrPar %Y_omegaLPSlow <= 0.0 )  THEN 
         aviFAIL = - 1 
         ErrMsg  = 'Y_omegaLPSlow must be greater than zero.'  
      ENDIF 
 
      
!.................................................. ...........................................
.................................  
      ! Initializing debug file  
      
!.................................................. ...........................................
.................................  
 
      ! If we're debugging, open the debug file and write  the header:  
      IF  ( CntrPar %LoggingLevel > 0)  THEN 
         OPEN ( UnDb,  FILE =TRIM( RootName)// '.dbg' ,  STATUS='REPLACE' )  
         WRITE ( UnDb, '(A)' )  ' LocalVar%Time '  // Tab// 'PitComT '  // Tab// 'LocalVar%PC_SpdErr '  
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// Tab// 'LocalVar%PC_KP '  // Tab// 'LocalVar%PC_KI '  // Tab// 'LocalVar%Y_M '  
// Tab// 'LocalVar%rootMOOP(1) ' // Tab// 'VS_RtPwr ' // Tab// 'LocalVar%GenTrq'  
         WRITE ( UnDb, '(A)' )  ' (sec) '  // Tab// '(rad) '  // Tab// '(rad/s) ' // Tab// '(-) '  
// Tab// '(-) '  // Tab// '(rad) '  // Tab// '(?) '  // Tab// '(W) ' // Tab// '(Nm) '  
      END IF  
 
      IF  ( CntrPar %LoggingLevel > 1)  THEN 
         OPEN ( UnDb2,  FILE =TRIM( RootName)// '.dbg2' ,  STATUS='REPLACE' )  
         WRITE ( UnDb2,  '(/////)' )  
         WRITE ( UnDb2,  '(A,85("' // Tab// 'AvrSWAP(",I2,")"))' )  'LocalVar%Time ' ,  ( i ,  i =1,  85)  
         WRITE ( UnDb2,  '(A,85("' // Tab// '(-)"))' )  '(s)'  
      END IF  
 
   ENDIF 
 
!--------------------------------  
! Main control calculations  
!---------------------------------  
 
   IF  (( LocalVar %iStatus >= 0)  .AND.  ( aviFAIL >= 0))  THEN ! Only compute control calculations 
if no error has occurred and we are not on the last  time step  
      ! Abort if the user has not requested a pitch angle  actuator (See Appendix A  
      ! of Bladed User's Guide):  
      IF  ( NINT( avrSWAP( 10))  /=  0)  THEN ! .TRUE. if a pitch angle actuator hasn't been 
requested  
         aviFAIL = - 1 
         ErrMsg  = 'Pitch angle actuator not requested.'  
      ENDIF 
 
      ! Set unused outputs to zero (See Appendix A of Bla ded User's Guide):  
      avrSWAP ( 36)  = 0.0  ! Shaft brake status: 0=off  
      avrSWAP ( 41)  = 0.0  ! Demanded yaw actuator torque  
      avrSWAP ( 46)  = 0.0  ! Demanded pitch rate (Collective pitch)  
      avrSWAP ( 65)  = 0.0  ! Number of variables returned for logging  
      avrSWAP ( 72)  = 0.0  ! Generator start-up resistance  
      avrSWAP ( 79)  = 0.0  ! Request for loads: 0=none  
      avrSWAP ( 80)  = 0.0  ! Variable slip current status  
      avrSWAP ( 81)  = 0.0  ! Variable slip current demand  
 
      ! Filter the HSS (generator) speed measurement:  
      ! Apply Low-Pass Filter  
LocalVar %GenSpeedF=SecLPFilter ( LocalVar %GenSpeed, LocalVar %DT, CntrPar %CornerFreq , 0.7 , LocalVar %i
Status , .FALSE. , objInst %instSecLPF )  ! This is the first instance of a second order LPFi lter  
 
      ! Calculate yaw-alignment error  
      LocalVar %Y_MErr = LocalVar %Y_M + CntrPar %Y_MErrSet 
 
      
!.................................................. ...........................................
.................................  
      ! VARIABLE-SPEED TORQUE CONTROL: 
      
!.................................................. ...........................................
.................................  
 
      ! Compute the generator torque, which depends on wh ich region we are in:  
 
      LocalVar %VS_SpdErrAr = CntrPar %VS_RtSpd -  LocalVar %GenSpeedF ! Current speed error - 
Above-rated PI-control  
      LocalVar %VS_SpdErrBr = CntrPar %VS_MinOM -  LocalVar %GenSpeedF ! Current speed error - 
Below-rated PI-control  
      IF  ( PitComT >= CntrPar %VS_Rgn3MP)  THEN ! We are in region 3  
         LocalVar %GenTrqAr = PIController ( LocalVar %VS_SpdErrAr ,  CntrPar %VS_KP( 1),  
CntrPar %VS_KI ( 1),  CntrPar %VS_Rgn2MaxTq,  CntrPar %VS_GenTrqArSatMax ,  LocalVar %DT,  
CntrPar %VS_GenTrqArSatMax ,  .TRUE. ,  1)  
         LocalVar %GenTrqBr = PIController ( LocalVar %VS_SpdErrBr ,  CntrPar %VS_KP( 1),  
CntrPar %VS_KI ( 1),  CntrPar %VS_MinTq ,  CntrPar %VS_Rgn2MinTq ,  LocalVar %DT,  CntrPar %VS_Rgn2MinTq ,  
.TRUE. ,  4)  
         IF  ( CntrPar %VS_ControlMode == 1)  THEN ! Constant power tracking  
            LocalVar %GenTrq = CntrPar %VS_RtPwr / LocalVar %GenSpeedF 
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         ELSE ! Constant torque tracking  
            LocalVar %GenTrq = CntrPar %VS_RtTq 
         END IF  
      ELSE 
         LocalVar %GenTrqAr = PIController ( LocalVar %VS_SpdErrAr ,  CntrPar %VS_KP( 1),  
CntrPar %VS_KI ( 1),  CntrPar %VS_Rgn2MaxTq,  CntrPar %VS_GenTrqArSatMax ,  LocalVar %DT,  
CntrPar %VS_Rgn2MaxTq,  .FALSE. ,  1)  
         LocalVar %GenTrqBr = PIController ( LocalVar %VS_SpdErrBr ,  CntrPar %VS_KP( 1),  
CntrPar %VS_KI ( 1),  CntrPar %VS_MinTq ,  CntrPar %VS_Rgn2MinTq ,  LocalVar %DT,  CntrPar %VS_Rgn2MinTq ,  
.FALSE. ,  4)  
         IF  ( LocalVar %GenTrqAr >= CntrPar %VS_Rgn2MaxTq* 1.01 )  THEN 
            LocalVar %GenTrq = LocalVar %GenTrqAr 
            CONTINUE 
         ELSEIF  ( LocalVar %GenTrqBr <= CntrPar %VS_Rgn2MinTq * 0.99 )  THEN ! We are in region 1 1/2  
            LocalVar %GenTrq = LocalVar %GenTrqBr 
            CONTINUE 
         ELSEIF  ( LocalVar %GenSpeedF < CntrPar %VS_MaxOM)  THEN ! We are in region 2 - optimal 
torque is proportional to the square of the generat or speed  
            LocalVar %GenTrq = CntrPar %VS_Rgn2K* LocalVar %GenSpeedF* LocalVar %GenSpeedF 
         ELSE ! We are in region 2 1/2 - simple induction generat or transition region  
            LocalVar %GenTrq = CntrPar %VS_Rgn2MaxTq 
         END IF  
      END IF  
 
      ! Saturate the commanded torque using the maximum t orque limit:  
 
      LocalVar %GenTrq = MIN( LocalVar %GenTrq ,  CntrPar %VS_MaxTq)  ! Saturate the command using 
the maximum torque limit  
 
      ! Saturate the commanded torque using the torque ra te limit:  
      IF  ( LocalVar %iStatus == 0)  LastGenTrq = LocalVar %GenTrq ! Initialize the value of 
LastGenTrq on the first pass only  
      LocalVar %GenTrq = ratelimit ( LocalVar %GenTrq ,  LastGenTrq ,  - CntrPar %VS_MaxRat,  
CntrPar %VS_MaxRat,  LocalVar %DT)  ! Saturate the command using the torque rate limit  
 
      ! Reset the value of LastGenTrq to the current valu es:  
      LastGenTrq = LocalVar %GenTrq 
 
      ! Set the generator contactor status, avrSWAP(35), to main (high speed)  
      ! variable-speed generator, the torque override to yes, and command the  
      ! generator torque (See Appendix A of Bladed User's  Guide):  
      avrSWAP ( 35)  = 1.0  ! Generator contactor status: 1=main (high speed) v ariable-speed 
generator  
      avrSWAP ( 56)  = 0.0  ! Torque override: 0=yes  
      avrSWAP ( 47)  = LastGenTrq ! Demanded generator torque  
 
      
!.................................................. ...........................................
.................................  
      ! Pitch control  
      
!.................................................. ...........................................
.................................  
 
      IF  ( CntrPar %VS_ControlMode == 0 .AND.  LocalVar %GenTrq >= CntrPar %PC_RtTq99 )  THEN 
         LocalVar %PC_MaxPitVar = CntrPar %PC_MaxPit 
      ELSEIF  ( CntrPar %VS_ControlMode == 1 .AND.  LocalVar %GenTrqAr >= 
CntrPar %VS_GenTrqArSatMax * 0.99 )  THEN 
         LocalVar %PC_MaxPitVar = CntrPar %PC_MaxPit 
      ELSE 
         LocalVar %PC_MaxPitVar = CntrPar %PC_SetPnt 
      END IF  
 
      ! Compute the gain scheduling correction factor bas ed on the previously  
      ! commanded pitch angle for blade 1:  
      LocalVar %PC_KP = interp1d ( CntrPar %PC_GS_angles ,  CntrPar %PC_GS_kp,  PitComT )  
      LocalVar %PC_KI = interp1d ( CntrPar %PC_GS_angles ,  CntrPar %PC_GS_ki ,  PitComT )  
      LocalVar %PC_KD = interp1d ( CntrPar %PC_GS_angles ,  CntrPar %PC_GS_kd,  PitComT )  
      LocalVar %PC_TF = interp1d ( CntrPar %PC_GS_angles ,  CntrPar %PC_GS_tf ,  PitComT )  
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      ! Compute the current speed error and its integral w.r.t. time; saturate the  
      ! integral term using the pitch angle limits:  
      LocalVar %PC_SpdErr = CntrPar %PC_RefSpd -  LocalVar %GenSpeedF ! Speed error  
      LocalVar %PC_PwrErr = CntrPar %VS_RtPwr -  LocalVar %VS_GenPwr ! Power error  
 
      ! Compute the pitch commands associated with the pr oportional and integral  
      ! gains:  
      ! PitComT = NotchFilter(PC_SpdErr, LocalVar%DT, 1.5 9, 0.01, 0.2, LocalVar%iStatus, 1)  
      PitComT = PIController ( LocalVar %PC_SpdErr ,  LocalVar %PC_KP,  LocalVar %PC_KI ,  
CntrPar %PC_SetPnt ,  LocalVar %PC_MaxPitVar ,  LocalVar %DT,  CntrPar %PC_SetPnt ,  .FALSE. ,  2)  ! + 
DFController(LocalVar%PC_SpdErr, LocalVar%PC_KD, Lo calVar%PC_TF, LocalVar%DT, 1)  
      IF  ( CntrPar %VS_ControlMode == 1)  THEN 
         PitComT = PitComT + PIController ( LocalVar %PC_PwrErr ,  - 4.0E - 09 ,  - 4.0E - 09 ,  
CntrPar %PC_SetPnt ,  LocalVar %PC_MaxPitVar ,  LocalVar %DT,  CntrPar %PC_SetPnt ,  .FALSE. ,  5)  
      END IF  
 
      ! Individual pitch control  
      IF  (( CntrPar %IPC_ControlMode == 1)  .OR.  ( CntrPar %Y_ControlMode == 2))  THEN 
         CALL IPC ( LocalVar ,  CntrPar ,  objInst )  
      ELSE 
         LocalVar %IPC_PitComF = 0.0  ! THIS IS AN ARRAY!!  
      END IF  
 
      ! Combine and saturate all pitch commands:  
      DO K = 1,  LocalVar %NumBl ! Loop through all blades, add IPC contribution and  limit pitch 
rate  
         PitComT_IPC ( K)  = PitComT + LocalVar %IPC_PitComF ( K)  ! Add the individual pitch command  
         PitComT_IPC ( K)  = saturate ( PitComT_IPC ( K),  CntrPar %PC_MinPit ,  CntrPar %PC_MaxPit )  ! 
Saturate the overall command using the pitch angle limits  
 
         ! PitCom(K) = ratelimit(PitComT_IPC(K), LocalVar%Bl Pitch(K), PC_MinRat, PC_MaxRat, 
LocalVar%DT) ! Saturate the overall command of blad e K using the pitch rate limit  
         LocalVar %PitCom ( K)  = saturate ( PitComT_IPC ( K),  CntrPar %PC_MinPit ,  CntrPar %PC_MaxPit )  ! 
Saturate the overall command using the pitch angle limits  
      LocalVar %PitCom ( K)  = LPFilter ( LocalVar %PitCom ( K),  LocalVar %DT,  CntrPar %CornerFreq ,  
LocalVar %iStatus ,  .FALSE. ,  objInst %instLPF )  
      END DO 
 
      ! Set the pitch override to yes and command the pit ch demanded from the last  
      ! call to the controller (See Appendix A of Bladed User's Guide):  
 
      avrSWAP ( 55)  = 0.0  ! Pitch override: 0=yes  
 
      avrSWAP ( 42)  = LocalVar %PitCom ( 1)  ! Use the command angles of all blades if using 
individual pitch  
      avrSWAP ( 43)  = LocalVar %PitCom ( 2)  ! "  
      avrSWAP ( 44)  = LocalVar %PitCom ( 3)  ! "  
 
      avrSWAP ( 45)  = LocalVar %PitCom ( 1)  ! Use the command angle of blade 1 if using collect ive 
pitch  
 
      
!.................................................. ...........................................
.................................  
      ! Yaw control  
      
!.................................................. ...........................................
.................................  
 
      IF  ( CntrPar %Y_ControlMode == 1)  THEN 
         avrSWAP ( 29)  = 0 ! Yaw control parameter: 0 = yaw rate control  
         IF  ( LocalVar %Time >= Y_YawEndT )  THEN ! Check if the turbine is currently yawing  
            avrSWAP ( 48)  = 0.0  ! Set yaw rate to zero  
 
            LocalVar %Y_ErrLPFFast = LPFilter ( LocalVar %Y_MErr ,  LocalVar %DT,  
CntrPar %Y_omegaLPFast ,  LocalVar %iStatus ,  .FALSE. ,  objInst %instLPF )  ! Fast low pass filtered 
yaw error with a frequency of 1  
            LocalVar %Y_ErrLPFSlow = LPFilter ( LocalVar %Y_MErr ,  LocalVar %DT,  
CntrPar %Y_omegaLPSlow ,  LocalVar %iStatus ,  .FALSE. ,  objInst %instLPF )  ! Slow low pass filtered 
yaw error with a frequency of 1/60  
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            Y_AccErr = Y_AccErr + LocalVar %DT* SIGN( LocalVar %Y_ErrLPFFast ** 2,  
LocalVar %Y_ErrLPFFast )  ! Integral of the fast low pass filtered yaw error  
 
            IF  ( ABS( Y_AccErr )  >= CntrPar %Y_ErrThresh )  THEN ! Check if accumulated error 
surpasses the threshold  
               Y_YawEndT = ABS( LocalVar %Y_ErrLPFSlow / CntrPar %Y_Rate )  + LocalVar %Time ! Yaw to 
compensate for the slow low pass filtered error  
            END IF  
         ELSE 
            avrSWAP ( 48)  = SIGN( CntrPar %Y_Rate ,  LocalVar %Y_MErr )  ! Set yaw rate to predefined 
yaw rate, the sign of the error is copied to the ra te  
            LocalVar %Y_ErrLPFFast = LPFilter ( LocalVar %Y_MErr ,  LocalVar %DT,  
CntrPar %Y_omegaLPFast ,  LocalVar %iStatus ,  .TRUE. ,  objInst %instLPF )  ! Fast low pass filtered yaw 
error with a frequency of 1  
            LocalVar %Y_ErrLPFSlow = LPFilter ( LocalVar %Y_MErr ,  LocalVar %DT,  
CntrPar %Y_omegaLPSlow ,  LocalVar %iStatus ,  .TRUE. ,  objInst %instLPF )  ! Slow low pass filtered yaw 
error with a frequency of 1/60  
            Y_AccErr = 0.0  ! "  
         END IF  
      END IF  
      
!.................................................. ...........................................
.................................  
      ! Output debugging information if requested:  
      IF  ( CntrPar %LoggingLevel > 0)  THEN 
         WRITE ( UnDb,  FmtDat )  LocalVar %Time ,  PitComT 
      END IF  
      IF  ( CntrPar %LoggingLevel > 1)  THEN 
         WRITE ( UnDb2,  FmtDat )  LocalVar %Time ,  avrSWAP ( 1: 85)  
      END IF  
 
   ENDIF 
 
   avcMSG = TRANSFER( TRIM( ErrMsg )// C_NULL_CHAR,  avcMSG ,  SIZE ( avcMSG))  
 
   RETURN 
 
END SUBROUTINE DISCON 
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7.2 DRC_Types.f90 
MODULE DRC_Types 
 
   IMPLICIT  NONE 
 
   REAL( 4),  PARAMETER ::  RPS2RPM = 9.5492966  ! Factor to convert radians per second to 
revolutions per minute.  
   REAL( 4),  PARAMETER ::  R2D = 57.295780  ! Factor to convert radians to degrees.  
 
   TYPE,  PUBLIC ::  ControlParameters 
      REAL( 4)  ::  CornerFreq ! Corner frequency (-3dB point) in the first-order low-pass 
filter, [rad/s]  
      INTEGER( 4)  ::  LoggingLevel ! 0 = write no debug files, 1 = write standard outp ut .dbg-
file, 2 = write standard output .dbg-file and compl ete avrSWAP-array .dbg2-file  
      REAL( 4)  ::  IPC_KI ! Integral gain for the individual pitch controller , [-]. 8E-10  
      INTEGER( 4)  ::  IPC_ControlMode ! Turn Individual Pitch Control (IPC) for fatigue l oad 
reductions (pitch contribution) on = 1/off = 0  
      REAL( 4)  ::  IPC_omegaHP ! High-pass filter cut-in frequency used to separat e yaw-by-IPC 
contribution from blade load reduction contribution , [rad/s].  
      REAL( 4)  ::  IPC_omegaLP ! Low-pass filter corner frequency for the individu al pitch 
controller, [rad/s].  
      REAL( 4)  ::  IPC_omegaNotch ! Notch filter corner frequency for the individual pitch 
controller, [rad/s].  
      REAL( 4)  ::  IPC_phi ! Phase offset added to the azimuth angle for the i ndividual pitch 
controller, [rad].  
      REAL( 4)  ::  IPC_zetaHP ! High-pass filter damping value, [-].  
      REAL( 4)  ::  IPC_zetaLP ! Low-pass filter damping factor for the individual  pitch 
controller, [-].  
      REAL( 4)  ::  IPC_zetaNotch ! Notch filter damping factor for the individual pi tch 
controller, [-].  
      INTEGER( 4)  ::  PC_GS_n ! Amount of gain-scheduling table entries  
      REAL( 4),  DIMENSION(:),  ALLOCATABLE ::  PC_GS_angles ! Gain-schedule table: pitch angles  
      REAL( 4),  DIMENSION(:),  ALLOCATABLE ::  PC_GS_kp ! Gain-schedule table: pitch controller 
kp gains  
      REAL( 4),  DIMENSION(:),  ALLOCATABLE ::  PC_GS_ki ! Gain-schedule table: pitch controller 
ki gains  
      REAL( 4),  DIMENSION(:),  ALLOCATABLE ::  PC_GS_kd ! Gain-schedule table: pitch controller 
kd gains  
      REAL( 4),  DIMENSION(:),  ALLOCATABLE ::  PC_GS_tf ! Gain-schedule table: pitch controller 
tf gains (derivative filter)  
      REAL( 4)  ::  PC_MaxPit ! Maximum physical pitch limit, [rad].  
      REAL( 4)  ::  PC_MinPit ! Minimum physical pitch limit, [rad].  
      REAL( 4)  ::  PC_MaxRat ! Maximum pitch rate (in absolute value) in pitch c ontroller, 
[rad/s].  
      REAL( 4)  ::  PC_MinRat ! Minimum pitch rate (in absolute value) in pitch c ontroller, 
[rad/s].  
      REAL( 4)  ::  PC_RefSpd ! Desired (reference) HSS speed for pitch controlle r, [rad/s].  
      REAL( 4)  ::  PC_SetPnt ! Record 5: Below-rated pitch angle set-point (deg)  [used only with 
Bladed Interface]  
      REAL( 4)  ::  PC_Switch ! Angle above lowest minimum pitch angle for switch  [rad]  
      INTEGER( 4)  ::  VS_ControlMode ! Generator torque control mode in above rated cond itions, 
0 = constant torque / 1 = constant power  
      REAL( 4)  ::  VS_CtInSp ! Transitional generator speed (HSS side) between r egions 1 and 1 
1/2, [rad/s].  
      REAL( 4)  ::  VS_GenTrqArSatMax ! Above rated generator torque PI control saturatio n, [Nm] 
-- 212900  
      REAL( 4)  ::  VS_MaxOM ! Optimal mode maximum speed, [rad/s].  
      REAL( 4)  ::  VS_MaxRat ! Maximum torque rate (in absolute value) in torque  controller, 
[Nm/s].  
      REAL( 4)  ::  VS_MaxTq ! Maximum generator torque in Region 3 (HSS side), [Nm]. -- chosen 
to be 10% above VS_RtTq  
      REAL( 4)  ::  VS_MinTq ! Minimum generator (HSS side), [Nm].  
      REAL( 4)  ::  VS_MinOM ! Optimal mode minimum speed, [rad/s]  
      REAL( 4)  ::  VS_Rgn2K ! Generator torque constant in Region 2 (HSS side),  N-m/(rad/s)^2  
      REAL( 4)  ::  VS_RtPwr ! Wind turbine rated power [W]  
      REAL( 4)  ::  VS_RtTq ! Rated torque, [Nm].  
      REAL( 4)  ::  VS_RtSpd ! Rated generator speed [rad/s]  
      INTEGER( 4)  ::  VS_n ! Number of controller gains  
      REAL( 4),  DIMENSION(:),  ALLOCATABLE ::  VS_KP ! Proportional gain for generator PI torque 
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controller, used in the transitional 2.5 region  
      REAL( 4),  DIMENSION(:),  ALLOCATABLE ::  VS_KI ! Integral gain for generator PI torque 
controller, used in the transitional 2.5 region  
      INTEGER( 4)  ::  Y_ControlMode ! Yaw control mode: (0 = no yaw control, 1 = yaw ra te 
control, 2 = yaw-by-IPC)  
      REAL( 4)  ::  Y_ErrThresh ! Error threshold [rad]. Turbine begins to yaw when  it passes 
this. (104.71975512) -- 1.745329252  
      INTEGER( 4)  ::  Y_IPC_n ! Number of controller gains (yaw-by-IPC)  
      REAL( 4),  DIMENSION(:),  ALLOCATABLE ::  Y_IPC_KP ! Yaw-by-IPC proportional controller gain 
Kp 
      REAL( 4),  DIMENSION(:),  ALLOCATABLE ::  Y_IPC_KI ! Yaw-by-IPC integral controller gain Ki  
      REAL( 4)  ::  Y_MErrSet ! Yaw alignment error, setpoint [rad]  
      REAL( 4)  ::  Y_omegaLPFast ! Corner frequency fast low pass filter, 1.0 [Hz]  
      REAL( 4)  ::  Y_omegaLPSlow ! Corner frequency slow low pass filter, 1/60 [Hz]  
      REAL( 4)  ::  Y_Rate ! Yaw rate [rad/s]  
 
      REAL( 4)  ::  PC_RtTq99 ! 99% of the rated torque value, using for switchin g between pitch 
and torque control, [Nm].  
      REAL( 4)  ::  VS_Rgn2MaxTq ! Maximum torque at the end of the below-rated regi on 2, [Nm]  
      REAL( 4)  ::  VS_Rgn2MinTq ! Minimum torque at the beginning of the below-rate d region 2, 
[Nm]  
      REAL( 4)  ::  VS_Rgn3MP ! Minimum pitch angle at which the torque is comput ed as if we are 
in region 3 regardless of the generator speed, [rad ].  
   END TYPE ControlParameters 
 
   TYPE,  PUBLIC ::  LocalVariables 
      ! From avrSWAP  
      INTEGER( 4)  ::  iStatus 
      REAL( 4)  ::  Time 
      REAL( 4)  ::  DT 
      REAL( 4)  ::  VS_GenPwr 
      REAL( 4)  ::  GenSpeed 
      REAL( 4)  ::  Y_M 
      REAL( 4)  ::  HorWindV 
      REAL( 4)  ::  rootMOOP ( 3)  
      REAL( 4)  ::  BlPitch ( 3)  
      REAL( 4)  ::  Azimuth 
      INTEGER( 4)  ::  NumBl 
 
      ! Internal controller variables  
      REAL( 4)  ::  GenSpeedF ! Filtered HSS (generator) speed [rad/s].  
      REAL( 4)  ::  GenTrq ! Electrical generator torque, [Nm].  
      REAL( 4)  ::  GenTrqAr ! Electrical generator torque, for above-rated PI-c ontrol [Nm].  
      REAL( 4)  ::  GenTrqBr ! Electrical generator torque, for below-rated PI-c ontrol [Nm].  
      REAL( 4)  ::  IPC_PitComF ( 3)  ! Commanded pitch of each blade as calculated by th e 
individual pitch controller, F stands for low pass filtered, [rad].  
      REAL( 4)  ::  PC_KP ! Proportional gain for pitch controller at rated p itch (zero), [s].  
      REAL( 4)  ::  PC_KI ! Integral gain for pitch controller at rated pitch  (zero), [-].  
      REAL( 4)  ::  PC_KD ! Differential gain for pitch controller at rated p itch (zero), [-].  
      REAL( 4)  ::  PC_TF ! First-order filter parameter for derivative actio n 
      REAL( 4)  ::  PC_MaxPitVar ! Maximum pitch setting in pitch controller (variab le) [rad].  
      REAL( 4)  ::  PC_PwrErr ! Power error with respect to rated power [W]  
      REAL( 4)  ::  PC_SpdErr ! Current speed error (pitch control) [rad/s].  
      REAL( 4)  ::  PitCom ( 3)  ! Commanded pitch of each blade the last time the c ontroller was 
called, [rad].  
      REAL( 4)  ::  VS_SpdErrAr ! Current speed error (generator torque control) [r ad/s].  
      REAL( 4)  ::  VS_SpdErrBr ! Current speed error (generator torque control) [r ad/s].  
      REAL( 4)  ::  Y_ErrLPFFast ! Filtered yaw error by fast low pass filter [rad].  
      REAL( 4)  ::  Y_ErrLPFSlow ! Filtered yaw error by slow low pass filter [rad].  
      REAL( 4)  ::  Y_MErr ! Measured yaw error, measured + setpoint [rad]  
   END TYPE LocalVariables 
 
   TYPE,  PUBLIC ::  ObjectInstances 
      INTEGER( 4)  ::  instLPF 
      INTEGER( 4)  ::  instSecLPF 
      INTEGER( 4)  ::  instHPF 
      INTEGER( 4)  ::  instNotchSlopes 
      INTEGER( 4)  ::  instNotch 
   END TYPE ObjectInstances 
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   !TYPE, PUBLIC :: PersistentVariables  
   !END TYPE PersistentVariables  
 
END MODULE DRC_Types   
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7.3 Filters.f90 
!-------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------
----------------------------------  
! This module contains all the filters  
MODULE Filters 
!.................................................. ...........................................
..................................  
 
   IMPLICIT  NONE 
 
CONTAINS 
 
   !-------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------
-------------------------------------  
   ! Discrete time Low-Pass Filter  
   REAL FUNCTION LPFilter ( InputSignal ,  DT ,  CornerFreq ,  iStatus ,  reset ,  inst )  
      
!.................................................. ...........................................
..................................  
 
      IMPLICIT  NONE 
 
      ! Inputs  
 
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  InputSignal 
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  DT ! time step [s]  
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  CornerFreq ! corner frequency [rad/s]  
      INTEGER( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  iStatus ! A status flag set by the simulation as follows: 0  if 
this is the first call, 1 for all subsequent time s teps, -1 if this is the final call at the 
end of the simulation.  
      INTEGER( 4),  INTENT( INOUT)  ::  inst ! Instance number. Every instance of this function 
needs to have an unique instance number to ensure i nstances don't influence each other.  
      LOGICAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  reset ! Reset the filter to the input signal  
 
      ! Local  
 
      REAL( 4),  DIMENSION( 99),  SAVE ::  InputSignalLast ! Input signal the last time this filter 
was called. Supports 99 separate instances.  
      REAL( 4),  DIMENSION( 99),  SAVE ::  OutputSignalLast ! Output signal the last time this 
filter was called. Supports 99 separate instances.  
 
      ! Initialization  
 
      IF  (( iStatus == 0)  .OR.  reset )  THEN 
         OutputSignalLast ( inst )  = InputSignal 
         InputSignalLast ( inst )  = InputSignal 
      ENDIF 
 
      ! Body  
 
 LPFilter = ( DT* CornerFreq * InputSignal + DT * CornerFreq * InputSignalLast ( inst )  -  ( DT* CornerFreq -
2.0 )* OutputSignalLast ( inst ))/( DT* CornerFreq +2.0 )  
 
      ! Save signals for next time step  
 
      InputSignalLast ( inst )  = InputSignal 
      OutputSignalLast ( inst )  = LPFilter 
      inst = inst + 1 
 
   END FUNCTION LPFilter 
   !-------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------
-------------------------------------  
   ! Discrete time second order Low-Pass Filter  
   REAL FUNCTION SecLPFilter ( InputSignal ,  DT ,  CornerFreq ,  Damp,  iStatus ,  reset ,  inst )  
      
!.................................................. ...........................................
..................................  
 
      IMPLICIT  NONE 
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      ! Inputs  
 
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  InputSignal 
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  DT ! time step [s]  
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  CornerFreq ! corner frequency [rad/s]  
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  Damp ! Dampening constant  
      INTEGER( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  iStatus ! A status flag set by the simulation as follows: 0  if 
this is the first call, 1 for all subsequent time s teps, -1 if this is the final call at the 
end of the simulation.  
      INTEGER( 4),  INTENT( INOUT)  ::  inst ! Instance number. Every instance of this function 
needs to have an unique instance number to ensure i nstances don't influence each other.  
      LOGICAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  reset ! Reset the filter to the input signal  
 
      ! Local  
 
      REAL( 4),  DIMENSION( 99),  SAVE ::  InputSignalLast1 ! Input signal the last time this 
filter was called. Supports 99 separate instances.  
      REAL( 4),  DIMENSION( 99),  SAVE ::  InputSignalLast2 ! Input signal the next to last time 
this filter was called. Supports 99 separate instan ces.  
      REAL( 4),  DIMENSION( 99),  SAVE ::  OutputSignalLast1 ! Output signal the last time this 
filter was called. Supports 99 separate instances.  
      REAL( 4),  DIMENSION( 99),  SAVE ::  OutputSignalLast2 ! Output signal the next to last time 
this filter was called. Supports 99 separate instan ces.  
 
      ! Initialization  
 
      IF  (( iStatus == 0)  .OR.  reset )  THEN 
         OutputSignalLast1 ( inst )  = InputSignal 
         OutputSignalLast2 ( inst )  = InputSignal 
         InputSignalLast1 ( inst )  = InputSignal 
         InputSignalLast2 ( inst )  = InputSignal 
      ENDIF 
 
      ! Body  
 
      SecLPFilter = 1/( 4 + 4* DT* Damp* CornerFreq + DT ** 2* CornerFreq ** 2)*(( 8 -  
2* DT** 2* CornerFreq ** 2)* OutputSignalLast1 ( inst )  & 
                   + (- 4 + 4* DT* Damp* CornerFreq -  DT ** 2* CornerFreq ** 2)* OutputSignalLast2 ( inst )  
+ ( DT** 2* CornerFreq ** 2)* InputSignal & 
                                    + ( 2* DT** 2* CornerFreq ** 2)* InputSignalLast1 ( inst )  + 
( DT** 2* CornerFreq ** 2)* InputSignalLast2 ( inst ))  
 
      ! Save signals for next time step  
 
      InputSignalLast2 ( inst )  = InputSignalLast1 ( inst )  
      InputSignalLast1 ( inst )  = InputSignal 
      OutputSignalLast2 ( inst )  = OutputSignalLast1 ( inst )  
      OutputSignalLast1 ( inst )  = SecLPFilter 
      inst = inst + 1 
 
   END FUNCTION SecLPFilter 
   !-------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------
-------------------------------------  
   ! Discrete time High-Pass Filter  
   REAL FUNCTION HPFilter ( InputSignal ,  DT ,  CornerFreq ,  iStatus ,  reset ,  inst )  
      
!.................................................. ...........................................
..................................  
 
      IMPLICIT  NONE 
 
      ! Inputs  
 
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  InputSignal 
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  DT ! time step [s]  
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  CornerFreq ! corner frequency [rad/s]  
      INTEGER,  INTENT( IN )  ::  iStatus ! A status flag set by the simulation as follows: 0  if 
this is the first call, 1 for all subsequent time s teps, -1 if this is the final call at the 
end of the simulation.  
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      INTEGER,  INTENT( INOUT)  ::  inst ! Instance number. Every instance of this function needs 
to have an unique instance number to ensure instanc es don't influence each other.  
      LOGICAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  reset ! Reset the filter to the input signal  
 
      ! Local  
 
      REAL( 4)  ::  K ! Constant gain  
      REAL( 4),  DIMENSION( 99),  SAVE ::  InputSignalLast ! Input signal the last time this filter 
was called. Supports 99 separate instances.  
      REAL( 4),  DIMENSION( 99),  SAVE ::  OutputSignalLast ! Output signal the last time this 
filter was called. Supports 99 separate instances.  
 
      ! Initialization  
 
      IF  (( iStatus == 0)  .OR.  reset )  THEN 
         OutputSignalLast ( inst )  = InputSignal 
         InputSignalLast ( inst )  = InputSignal 
      ENDIF 
 
      K = 2.0 / DT 
 
      ! Body  
 
 HPFilter = K /( CornerFreq + K )* InputSignal -  K /( CornerFreq + K )* InputSignalLast ( inst )  -  
( CornerFreq -  K )/( CornerFreq + K )* OutputSignalLast ( inst )  
 
      ! Save signals for next time step  
 
      InputSignalLast ( inst )  = InputSignal 
      OutputSignalLast ( inst )  = HPFilter 
      inst = inst + 1 
 
   END FUNCTION HPFilter 
   !-------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------
-------------------------------------  
   ! Discrete time inverted Notch Filter with descendi ng slopes, G = 
CornerFreq*s/(Damp*s^2+CornerFreq*s+Damp*CornerFreq ^2)  
   REAL FUNCTION NotchFilterSlopes ( InputSignal ,  DT ,  CornerFreq ,  Damp,  iStatus ,  reset ,  inst )  
      
!.................................................. ...........................................
..................................  
 
      IMPLICIT  NONE 
 
      ! Inputs  
 
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  InputSignal 
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  DT ! time step [s]  
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  CornerFreq ! corner frequency [rad/s]  
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  Damp ! Dampening constant  
      INTEGER,  INTENT( IN )  ::  iStatus ! A status flag set by the simulation as follows: 0  if 
this is the first call, 1 for all subsequent time s teps, -1 if this is the final call at the 
end of the simulation.  
      INTEGER,  INTENT( INOUT)  ::  inst ! Instance number. Every instance of this function needs 
to have an unique instance number to ensure instanc es don't influence each other.  
      LOGICAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  reset ! Reset the filter to the input signal  
 
      ! Local  
 
      REAL( 4),  DIMENSION( 99),  SAVE ::  InputSignalLast1 ! Input signal the last time this 
filter was called. Supports 99 separate instances.  
      REAL( 4),  DIMENSION( 99),  SAVE ::  InputSignalLast2 ! Input signal the next to last time 
this filter was called. Supports 99 separate instan ces.  
      REAL( 4),  DIMENSION( 99),  SAVE ::  OutputSignalLast1 ! Output signal the last time this 
filter was called. Supports 99 separate instances.  
      REAL( 4),  DIMENSION( 99),  SAVE ::  OutputSignalLast2 ! Output signal the next to last time 
this filter was called. Supports 99 separate instan ces.  
 
      ! Initialization  
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      IF  (( iStatus == 0)  .OR.  reset )  THEN 
         OutputSignalLast1 ( inst )  = InputSignal 
         OutputSignalLast2 ( inst )  = InputSignal 
         InputSignalLast1 ( inst )  = InputSignal 
         InputSignalLast2 ( inst )  = InputSignal 
      ENDIF 
 
      ! Body  
 
      NotchFilterSlopes = 1.0 /( 4.0 +2.0 * DT* Damp* CornerFreq +DT** 2.0 * CornerFreq ** 2.0 )  *  (  ( 8.0 -
2.0 * DT** 2.0 * CornerFreq ** 2.0 )* OutputSignalLast1 ( inst )  & 
                                               + (- 4.0 +2.0 * DT* Damp* CornerFreq -  
DT** 2.0 * CornerFreq ** 2.0 )* OutputSignalLast2 ( inst )  + & 
                                            ( 2.0 * DT* Damp* CornerFreq )* InputSignal + (-
2.0 * DT* Damp* CornerFreq )* InputSignalLast2 ( inst ))  
 
      ! Save signals for next time step  
 
      InputSignalLast2 ( inst )  = InputSignalLast1 ( inst )  
      InputSignalLast1 ( inst )  = InputSignal !Save input signal for next time step  
      OutputSignalLast2 ( inst )  = OutputSignalLast1 ( inst )  !Save input signal for next time step  
      OutputSignalLast1 ( inst )  = NotchFilter 
      inst = inst + 1 
 
   END FUNCTION NotchFilterSlopes 
   !-------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------
-------------------------------------  
   ! Discrete time inverted Notch Filter with descendi ng slopes, G = (s^2 + 2*omega*betaNum*s 
+ omega^2)/(s^2 + 2*omega*betaDen*s + omega^2)  
   REAL FUNCTION NotchFilter ( InputSignal ,  DT ,  omega ,  betaNum ,  betaDen ,  iStatus ,  reset ,  inst )  
      
!.................................................. ...........................................
..................................  
 
      IMPLICIT  NONE 
 
      ! Inputs  
 
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  InputSignal 
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  DT ! time step [s]  
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  omega ! corner frequency [rad/s]  
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  betaNum ! Dampening constant in numerator of filter transfe r 
function  
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  betaDen ! Dampening constant in denominator of filter trans fer 
function  
      INTEGER,  INTENT( IN )  ::  iStatus ! A status flag set by the simulation as follows: 0  if 
this is the first call, 1 for all subsequent time s teps, -1 if this is the final call at the 
end of the simulation.  
      INTEGER,  INTENT( INOUT)  ::  inst ! Instance number. Every instance of this function needs 
to have an unique instance number to ensure instanc es don't influence each other.  
      LOGICAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  reset ! Reset the filter to the input signal  
 
      ! Local  
      REAL( 4)  ::  K ,  P1 ,  P2 ,  P3 ,  P4 ,  P5 ! Constant gain  
      REAL( 4),  DIMENSION( 99),  SAVE ::  InputSignalLast1 ! Input signal the last time this 
filter was called. Supports 99 separate instances.  
      REAL( 4),  DIMENSION( 99),  SAVE ::  InputSignalLast2 ! Input signal the next to last time 
this filter was called. Supports 99 separate instan ces.  
      REAL( 4),  DIMENSION( 99),  SAVE ::  OutputSignalLast1 ! Output signal the last time this 
filter was called. Supports 99 separate instances.  
      REAL( 4),  DIMENSION( 99),  SAVE ::  OutputSignalLast2 ! Output signal the next to last time 
this filter was called. Supports 99 separate instan ces.  
 
      ! Initialization  
 
      IF  (( iStatus == 0)  .OR.  reset )  THEN 
         OutputSignalLast1 ( inst )  = InputSignal 
         OutputSignalLast2 ( inst )  = InputSignal 
         InputSignalLast1 ( inst )  = InputSignal 
         InputSignalLast2 ( inst )  = InputSignal 
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      ENDIF 
 
      K = 2/ DT 
      P1 = ( K** 2 + 2* omega* BetaNum* K + omega ** 2)/( K** 2 + 2* omega* BetaDen * K + omega ** 2)  
      P2 = ( 2* omega** 2 -  2* K** 2)/( K** 2 + 2* omega* BetaDen * K + omega ** 2);   
      P3 = ( K** 2 -  2* omega* BetaNum* K + omega ** 2)/( K** 2 + 2* omega* BetaDen * K + omega ** 2)  
      P4 = ( 2* omega** 2 -  2* K** 2)/( K** 2 + 2* omega* BetaDen * K + omega ** 2)  
      P5 = ( K** 2 -  2* omega* BetaDen * K + omega ** 2)/( K** 2 + 2* omega* BetaDen * K + omega ** 2)  
 
      ! Body  
 
      NotchFilter = P1 * InputSignal + P2 * InputSignalLast1 ( inst )  + P3 * InputSignalLast2 ( inst )  -  
P4* OutputSignalLast1 ( inst )  -  P5 * OutputSignalLast2 ( inst )  
 
      ! Save signals for next time step  
 
      InputSignalLast2 ( inst )  = InputSignalLast1 ( inst )  
      InputSignalLast1 ( inst )  = InputSignal !Save input signal for next time step  
      OutputSignalLast2 ( inst )  = OutputSignalLast1 ( inst )  !Save input signal for next time step  
      OutputSignalLast1 ( inst )  = NotchFilter 
      inst = inst + 1 
 
   END FUNCTION NotchFilter 
   !-------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------
-------------------------------------  
END MODULE Filters   
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7.4 FunctionToolbox.f90 
! This module contains basic functions  
MODULE FunctionToolbox 
 
   IMPLICIT  NONE 
 
CONTAINS 
   !-------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------
-------------------------------------  
   ! Saturates inputValue. Makes sure it is not smalle r than minValue and not larger than 
maxValue  
   REAL FUNCTION saturate ( inputValue ,  minValue ,  maxValue )  
      !  
 
      IMPLICIT  NONE 
 
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  inputValue 
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  minValue 
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  maxValue 
 
      saturate = MIN( MAX( inputValue ,  minValue ),  maxValue )  
 
   END FUNCTION saturate 
   !-------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------
-------------------------------------  
   ! Saturates inputValue. Makes sure it is not smalle r than minValue and not larger than 
maxValue  
   REAL FUNCTION ratelimit ( refSignal ,  measSignal ,  minRate ,  maxRate ,  DT )  
      !  
      IMPLICIT  NONE 
 
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  refSignal 
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  measSignal 
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  minRate 
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  maxRate 
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  DT 
 
      ! Local variables  
      REAL( 4)  ::  rate 
 
      rate = ( refSignal -  measSignal )/ DT ! Signal rate (unsaturated)  
      rate = saturate ( rate ,  minRate ,  maxRate )  ! Saturate the signal rate  
      ratelimit = measSignal + rate * DT ! Saturate the overall command using the rate limit  
 
   END FUNCTION ratelimit 
   !-------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------
-------------------------------------  
   ! PI controller, with output saturation  
   REAL FUNCTION PIController ( error ,  kp ,  ki ,  minValue ,  maxValue ,  DT ,  I0 ,  reset ,  inst )  
      !  
      IMPLICIT  NONE 
 
      ! Inputs  
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  error 
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  kp 
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  ki 
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  minValue 
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  maxValue 
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  DT 
      INTEGER( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  inst 
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  I0 
      LOGICAL,  INTENT( IN )  ::  reset 
 
      ! Local  
      INTEGER( 4)  ::  i ! Counter for making arrays  
      REAL( 4)  ::  PTerm ! Proportional term  
      REAL( 4),  DIMENSION( 99),  SAVE ::  ITerm = (/( real ( 9999.9 ),  i =1,  99)/)  ! Integral term, 
current.  
      REAL( 4),  DIMENSION( 99),  SAVE ::  ITermLast = (/( real ( 9999.9 ),  i =1,  99)/)  ! Integral term, 
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the last time this controller was called. Supports 99 separate instances.  
      INTEGER( 4),  DIMENSION( 99),  SAVE ::  FirstCall = (/( 1,  i =1,  99)/)  ! First call of this 
function?  
 
      ! Initialize persistent variables/arrays, and set i nital condition for integrator term  
      IF  (( FirstCall ( inst )  == 1)  .OR.  reset )  THEN 
         ITerm ( inst )  = I0 
         ITermLast ( inst )  = I0 
 
         FirstCall ( inst )  = 0 
         PIController = I0 
      ELSE 
 
         PTerm = kp * error 
         ITerm ( inst )  = ITerm ( inst )  + DT * ki * error 
         ITerm ( inst )  = saturate ( ITerm ( inst ),  minValue ,  maxValue )  
         PIController = PTerm + ITerm ( inst )  
         PIController = saturate ( PIController ,  minValue ,  maxValue )  
 
         ITermLast ( inst )  = ITerm ( inst )  
      END IF  
 
   END FUNCTION PIController 
   !-------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------
-------------------------------------  
   ! interp1 1-D interpolation (table lookup), xData a nd yData should be monotonically 
increasing  
   REAL FUNCTION interp1d ( xData ,  yData ,  xq )  
      !  
      IMPLICIT  NONE 
      ! Inputs  
      REAL( 4),  DIMENSION(:),  INTENT( IN )  ::  xData ! Provided x data (vector), to be 
interpolated  
      REAL( 4),  DIMENSION(:),  INTENT( IN )  ::  yData ! Provided y data (vector), to be 
interpolated  
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  xq ! x-value for which the y value has to be interpola ted  
      INTEGER( 4)  ::  I ! Iteration index  
 
      IF  ( xq <= MINVAL( xData ))  THEN 
         interp1d = yData ( 1)  
      ELSEIF  ( xq >= MAXVAL( xData ))  THEN 
         interp1d = yData ( SIZE ( xData ))  
      ELSE 
         DO I = 1,  SIZE ( xData )  
         IF  ( xq <= xData ( I ))  THEN 
            interp1d = yData ( I -  1)  + ( yData ( I )  -  yData ( I -  1))/( xData ( I )  -  xData ( I -  1))*( xq 
-  xData ( I -  1))  
            EXIT  
         ELSE 
            CONTINUE 
         END IF  
         END DO 
      END IF  
 
   END FUNCTION interp1d 
   !-------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------
-------------------------------------  
   ! DF controller, with output saturation  
   REAL FUNCTION DFController ( error ,  Kd ,  Tf ,  DT ,  inst )  
      !  
      IMPLICIT  NONE 
 
      ! Inputs  
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  error 
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  kd 
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  tf 
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  DT 
      INTEGER( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  inst 
 
      ! Local  
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      REAL( 4)  ::  B !  
      INTEGER( 4)  ::  i ! Counter for making arrays  
      REAL( 4),  DIMENSION( 99),  SAVE ::  errorLast = (/( 0,  i =1,  99)/)  !  
      REAL( 4),  DIMENSION( 99),  SAVE ::  DFControllerLast = (/( 0,  i =1,  99)/)  !  
      INTEGER( 4),  DIMENSION( 99),  SAVE ::  FirstCall = (/( 1,  i =1,  99)/)  ! First call of this 
function?  
 
      ! Initialize persistent variables/arrays, and set i nital condition for integrator term  
      ! IF (FirstCall(inst) == 1) THEN  
      ! FirstCall(inst) = 0  
      ! END IF  
 
      B = 2.0 / DT 
     DFController = ( Kd* B)/( B* Tf + 1.0 )* error -  ( Kd* B)/( B* Tf + 1.0 )* errorLast ( inst )  -  ( 1.0 -
B* Tf )/( B* Tf + 1.0 )* DFControllerLast ( inst )  
 
      errorLast ( inst )  = error 
      DFControllerLast ( inst )  = DFController 
   END FUNCTION DFController 
END MODULE FunctionToolbox 
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7.5 IPC.f90 
!-------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------
----------------------------------  
! Individual pitch control subroutine  
!SUBROUTINE IPC(rootMOOP, aziAngle, phi, Y_MErr, DT , KInter, Y_IPC_KP, Y_IPC_KI, omegaHP, 
omegaLP, omegaNotch, zetaHP, zetaLP, zetaNotch, iSt atus, IPC_ControlMode, Y_ControlMode, 
NumBl, PitComIPCF, objInst)  
SUBROUTINE IPC ( LocalVar ,  CntrPar ,  objInst )  
!.................................................. ...........................................
..................................  
 
   USE ::  FunctionToolbox 
   USE ::  Filters 
   USE DRC_Types ,  ONLY: LocalVariables ,  ControlParameters ,  ObjectInstances 
 
   IMPLICIT  NONE 
 
   !-------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------
------------------------------------  
   ! Variable declaration and initialization  
   !-------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------
------------------------------------  
 
   ! Inputs/outputs  
 
   TYPE( LocalVariables ),  INTENT( INOUT)  ::  LocalVar 
   TYPE( ControlParameters ),  INTENT( IN )  ::  CntrPar 
   TYPE( ObjectInstances ),  INTENT( INOUT)  ::  objInst 
 
   ! Local variables  
 
   REAL( 4),  PARAMETER ::  PI = 3.14159265359  ! Mathematical constant pi  
   REAL( 4)  ::  PitComIPC ( 3)  
   INTEGER( 4)  ::  K ! Integer used to loop through turbine blades  
   REAL( 4)  ::  axisTilt ,  axisYaw ,  axisYawF ! Direct axis and quadrature axis outputted by 
Coleman transform  
   REAL( 4),  SAVE ::  IntAxisTilt ,  IntAxisYaw ! Integral of the direct axis and quadrature axis  
   REAL( 4)  ::  IntAxisYawIPC ! IPC contribution with yaw-by-IPC component  
   REAL( 4)  ::  Y_MErrF ,  Y_MErrF_IPC ! Unfiltered and filtered yaw alignment error [rad]  
   REAL( 4)  ::  PitComIPC_woYaw ( 3)  
 
   !-------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------
------------------------------------  
   ! Body  
   !-------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------
------------------------------------  
   ! Calculates the commanded pitch angles.  
   ! NOTE: if it is required for this subroutine to be  used multiple times (for 1p and 2p IPC 
for example), the saved variables  
   ! IntAxisTilt and IntAxisYaw need to be modified so  that they support multiple instances 
(see LPFilter in the Filters module).  
   !-------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------
------------------------------------  
   ! Filter rootMOOPs with notch filter  
 
   !DO K = 1,LocalVar%NumBl  
   ! Instances 1-3 of the Notch Filter are reserved fo r this routine.  
   ! rootMOOPF(K) = LocalVar%rootMOOP(K) ! Notch filte r currently not in use  
   !END DO 
 
   ! Initialization  
   ! Set integrals to be 0 in the first time step  
 
   IF  ( LocalVar %iStatus == 0)  THEN 
      IntAxisTilt = 0.0  
      IntAxisYaw = 0.0  
   END IF  
 
   ! Body  
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   ! Pass rootMOOPs through the Coleman transform to g et the direct and quadrature axis  
 
   CALL ColemanTransform ( LocalVar %rootMOOP,  LocalVar %Azimuth ,  axisTilt ,  axisYaw )  
 
   ! High-pass filter the MBC yaw component and filter  yaw alignment error, and compute the 
yaw-by-IPC contribution  
 
   IF  ( CntrPar %Y_ControlMode == 2)  THEN 
      axisYawF = HPFilter ( axisYaw ,  LocalVar %DT,  CntrPar %IPC_omegaHP,  LocalVar %iStatus ,  
.FALSE. ,  objInst %instHPF )  
 Y_MErrF = SecLPFilter ( LocalVar %Y_MErr ,  LocalVar %DT,  CntrPar %IPC_omegaLP ,  CntrPar %IPC_zetaLP ,  
LocalVar %iStatus ,  .FALSE. ,  objInst %instSecLPF )  
      Y_MErrF_IPC = PIController ( Y_MErrF ,  CntrPar %Y_IPC_KP( 1),  CntrPar %Y_IPC_KI ( 1),  - 100.0 ,  
100.0 ,  LocalVar %DT,  0.0 ,  .FALSE. ,  3)  
   ELSE 
      axisYawF = axisYaw 
      Y_MErrF = 0.0  
   END IF  
 
   ! Integrate the signal and multiply with the IPC ga in  
   IF  ( CntrPar %IPC_ControlMode == 1)  THEN 
      IntAxisTilt = IntAxisTilt + LocalVar %DT* CntrPar %IPC_KI * axisTilt 
      IntAxisYaw = IntAxisYaw + LocalVar %DT* CntrPar %IPC_KI * axisYawF 
   ELSE 
      IntAxisTilt = 0.0  
      IntAxisYaw = 0.0  
   END IF  
 
   ! Add the yaw-by-IPC contribution  
 
   IntAxisYawIPC = IntAxisYaw + Y_MErrF_IPC 
 
   ! Pass direct and quadrature axis through the inver se Coleman transform to get the 
commanded pitch angles  
 
   CALL ColemanTransformInverse ( IntAxisTilt ,  IntAxisYawIPC ,  LocalVar %Azimuth ,  CntrPar %IPC_phi ,  
PitComIPC )  
 
   ! Filter PitComIPC with second order low pass filte r  
 
   DO K = 1,  LocalVar %NumBl 
      ! Instances 1-3 of the Second order Low-Pass Filter  are reserved for this routine.  
      ! LocalVar%IPC_PitComF(K) = SecLPFilter(PitComIPC(K ), LocalVar%DT, CntrPar%IPC_omegaLP, 
CntrPar%IPC_zetaLP, LocalVar%iStatus, K)  
      LocalVar %IPC_PitComF ( K)  = PitComIPC ( K)  
   END DO 
 
CONTAINS 
 
   !-------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------
-------------------------------------  
   !The Coleman or d-q axis transformation transforms the root out of plane bending moments of 
each turbine blade  
   !to a direct axis and a quadrature axis  
   SUBROUTINE ColemanTransform ( rootMOOP,  aziAngle ,  axisTilt ,  axisYaw )  
      
!.................................................. ...........................................
..................................  
 
      IMPLICIT  NONE 
 
      ! Inputs  
 
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  rootMOOP ( 3)  ! Root out of plane bending moments of each blade  
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  aziAngle ! Rotor azimuth angle  
 
      ! Outputs  
 
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( OUT)  ::  axisTilt ,  axisYaw ! Direct axis and quadrature axis outputted by 
this transform  
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      ! Local  
 
      REAL( 4),  PARAMETER ::  phi2 = 2.0 / 3.0 * PI ! Phase difference from first to second blade  
      REAL( 4),  PARAMETER ::  phi3 = 4.0 / 3.0 * PI ! Phase difference from first to third blade  
 
      ! Body  
 
      axisTilt = 2.0 / 3.0 *( cos ( aziAngle )* rootMOOP( 1)  + cos ( aziAngle + phi2 )* rootMOOP( 2)  + 
cos ( aziAngle + phi3 )* rootMOOP( 3))  
      axisYaw = 2.0 / 3.0 *( sin ( aziAngle )* rootMOOP( 1)  + sin ( aziAngle + phi2 )* rootMOOP( 2)  + 
sin ( aziAngle + phi3 )* rootMOOP( 3))  
 
   END SUBROUTINE ColemanTransform 
   !-------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------
-------------------------------------  
   !The inverse Coleman or d-q axis transformation tra nsforms the direct axis and quadrature 
axis  
   !back to root out of plane bending moments of each turbine blade  
   SUBROUTINE ColemanTransformInverse ( axisTilt ,  axisYaw ,  aziAngle ,  phi ,  PitComIPC )  
      
!.................................................. ...........................................
..................................  
 
      IMPLICIT  NONE 
 
      ! Inputs  
 
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  axisTilt ,  axisYaw ! Direct axis and quadrature axis  
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  aziAngle ! Rotor azimuth angle  
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( IN )  ::  phi ! Phase shift added to the azimuth angle  
 
      ! Outputs  
 
      REAL( 4),  INTENT( OUT)  ::  PitComIPC ( 3)  ! Root out of plane bending moments of each blade  
 
      ! Local  
 
      REAL( 4),  PARAMETER ::  phi2 = 2.0 / 3.0 * PI ! Phase difference from first to second blade  
      REAL( 4),  PARAMETER ::  phi3 = 4.0 / 3.0 * PI ! Phase difference from first to third blade  
 
      ! Body  
 
      PitComIPC ( 1)  = cos ( aziAngle + phi )* axisTilt + sin ( aziAngle + phi )* axisYaw 
      PitComIPC ( 2)  = cos ( aziAngle + phi + phi2 )* axisTilt + sin ( aziAngle + phi + phi2 )* axisYaw 
      PitComIPC ( 3)  = cos ( aziAngle + phi + phi3 )* axisTilt + sin ( aziAngle + phi + phi3 )* axisYaw 
 
   END SUBROUTINE ColemanTransformInverse 
   !-------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------
-------------------------------------  
END SUBROUTINE IPC 
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7.6 ReadParameters.f90 
MODULE ReadParameters 
 
   USE DRC_Types 
   IMPLICIT  NONE 
 
   TYPE( ControlParameters ),  SAVE ::  CntrPar 
   TYPE( LocalVariables )  ::  LocalVar 
 
CONTAINS 
   
!.................................................. ...........................................
.................................  
   ! Read all constant control parameters from Control lerParameters.in parameter file  
   
!.................................................. ...........................................
.................................  
   SUBROUTINE ReadControlParameterFileSub ()  
 
      INTEGER( 4),  PARAMETER ::  UnControllerParameters = 89 
      OPEN ( unit =UnControllerParameters ,  file ='ControllerParameters.in' ,  status ='old' ,  
action ='read' )  
 
      !------------------- GENERAL CONSTANTS ------------ -------  
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %CornerFreq 
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %LoggingLevel 
 
      !------------------- IPC CONSTANTS ---------------- -------  
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %IPC_KI 
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %IPC_ControlMode 
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %IPC_omegaHP 
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %IPC_omegaLP 
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %IPC_omegaNotch 
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %IPC_phi 
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %IPC_zetaHP 
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %IPC_zetaLP 
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %IPC_zetaNotch 
 
      !------------------- PITCH CONSTANTS -------------- ---------  
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %PC_GS_n 
 
      ALLOCATE ( CntrPar %PC_GS_angles ( CntrPar %PC_GS_n))  
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %PC_GS_angles 
 
      ALLOCATE ( CntrPar %PC_GS_kp( CntrPar %PC_GS_n))  
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %PC_GS_kp 
 
      ALLOCATE ( CntrPar %PC_GS_ki ( CntrPar %PC_GS_n))  
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %PC_GS_ki 
 
      ALLOCATE ( CntrPar %PC_GS_kd( CntrPar %PC_GS_n))  
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %PC_GS_kd 
 
      ALLOCATE ( CntrPar %PC_GS_tf ( CntrPar %PC_GS_n))  
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %PC_GS_tf 
 
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %PC_MaxPit 
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %PC_MinPit 
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %PC_MaxRat 
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %PC_MinRat 
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %PC_RefSpd 
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %PC_SetPnt 
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %PC_Switch 
 
      !------------------- TORQUE CONSTANTS ------------- ----------  
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %VS_ControlMode 
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %VS_CtInSp 
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %VS_GenTrqArSatMax 
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %VS_MaxOM 
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      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %VS_MaxRat 
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %VS_MaxTq 
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %VS_MinTq 
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %VS_MinOM 
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %VS_Rgn2K 
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %VS_RtPwr 
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %VS_RtTq 
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %VS_RtSpd 
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %VS_n 
 
      ALLOCATE ( CntrPar %VS_KP( CntrPar %VS_n))  
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %VS_KP 
 
      ALLOCATE ( CntrPar %VS_KI ( CntrPar %VS_n))  
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %VS_KI 
 
      !------------------- YAW CONSTANTS ---------------- -------  
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %Y_ControlMode 
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %Y_ErrThresh 
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %Y_IPC_n 
 
      ALLOCATE ( CntrPar %Y_IPC_KP( CntrPar %Y_IPC_n ))  
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %Y_IPC_KP 
 
      ALLOCATE ( CntrPar %Y_IPC_KI ( CntrPar %Y_IPC_n ))  
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %Y_IPC_KI 
 
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %Y_MErrSet 
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %Y_omegaLPFast 
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %Y_omegaLPSlow 
      READ ( UnControllerParameters ,  *)  CntrPar %Y_Rate 
 
      !------------------- CALCULATED CONSTANTS --------- --------------  
      CntrPar %PC_RtTq99 = CntrPar %VS_RtTq * 0.99  
      CntrPar %VS_Rgn2MinTq = CntrPar %VS_Rgn2K* CntrPar %VS_MinOM** 2 
      CntrPar %VS_Rgn2MaxTq = CntrPar %VS_Rgn2K* CntrPar %VS_MaxOM** 2 
      CntrPar %VS_Rgn3MP = CntrPar %PC_SetPnt + CntrPar %PC_Switch 
 
      CLOSE ( UnControllerParameters )  
   END SUBROUTINE ReadControlParameterFileSub 
 
   SUBROUTINE ReadAvrSWAP( avrSWAP)  
 
      USE,  INTRINSIC  ::  ISO_C_Binding 
      REAL( C_FLOAT),  INTENT( INOUT)  ::  avrSWAP (*)  ! The swap array, used to pass data to, and 
receive data from, the DLL controller.  
 
      ! Load variables from calling program (See Appendix  A of Bladed User's Guide):  
      LocalVar %iStatus = NINT( avrSWAP( 1))  
      LocalVar %Time = avrSWAP ( 2)  
      LocalVar %DT = avrSWAP ( 3)  
      LocalVar %BlPitch ( 1)  = avrSWAP ( 4)  
      LocalVar %VS_GenPwr = avrSWAP ( 15)  
      LocalVar %GenSpeed = avrSWAP ( 20)  
      LocalVar %Y_M = avrSWAP ( 24)  
      LocalVar %HorWindV = avrSWAP ( 27)  
      LocalVar %rootMOOP( 1)  = avrSWAP ( 30)  
      LocalVar %rootMOOP( 2)  = avrSWAP ( 31)  
      LocalVar %rootMOOP( 3)  = avrSWAP ( 32)  
      LocalVar %BlPitch ( 2)  = avrSWAP ( 33)  
      LocalVar %BlPitch ( 3)  = avrSWAP ( 34)  
      LocalVar %Azimuth = avrSWAP ( 60)  
      LocalVar %NumBl = NINT( avrSWAP( 61))  
   END SUBROUTINE ReadAvrSWAP 
END MODULE ReadParameters 
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7.7 ControllerParameters.in - DTU10MW RWT 
2.5132741 ! CornerFreq - Corner frequency (-3dB point) in the  first-order low-pass filter, 
[rad/s]  
0 ! LoggingLevel - 0 = write no debug files, 1 = writ e standard output .dbg-file, 2 = write 
standard output .dbg-file and complete avrSWAP-arra y .dbg2-file  
8E- 10 ! IPC_KI - Integral gain for the individual pitch c ontroller, [-].  
0 ! IPC_ControlMode - Turn Individual Pitch Control ( IPC) for fatigue load reductions (pitch 
contribution) on = 1/off = 0  
0.3141592 ! IPC_omegaHP - High-pass filter cut-in frequency u sed to separate yaw-by-IPC 
contribution from blade load reduction contribution , [rad/s].  
0.6283185  ! IPC_omegaLP - Low-pass filter corner frequency fo r the individual pitch 
controller, [rad/s].  
1.269330365 ! IPC_omegaNotch - Notch filter corner frequency fo r the individual pitch 
controller, [rad/s].  
0.436332313 ! IPC_phi - Phase offset added to the azimuth angle  for the individual pitch 
controller, [rad].  
0.70  ! IPC_zetaHP - High-pass filter damping value, [-].   
1.0 ! IPC_zetaLP - Low-pass filter damping factor for t he individual pitch controller, [-].  
0.5 ! IPC_zetaNotch - Notch filter damping factor for t he individual pitch controller, [-].  
13 ! PC_GS_n - Amount of gain-scheduling table entries  
0 0.0349 0.0698  0.1047  0.1396  0.1745  0.2094  0.2443  0.2793  0.3142  0.3491  0.384  0.4189  ! 
PC_GS_angles - Gain-schedule table: pitch angles  
- 0.0105  - 0.0104  - 0.0102  - 0.0099  - 0.0095  - 0.0091  - 0.0086  - 0.0081  - 0.0076  - 0.0071  - 0.0066  -
0.0061  - 0.0056  ! PC_GS_kp - Gain-schedule table: pitch controller kp gains  
- 0.0028  - 0.0028  - 0.0027  - 0.0027  - 0.0026  - 0.0024  - 0.0023  - 0.0022  - 0.002  - 0.0019  - 0.0018  - 0.0016  
- 0.0015  ! PC_GS_ki - Gain-schedule table: pitch controller ki gains  
0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ! PC_GS_kd - Gain-schedule table: pitch controller kd gains  
0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ! PC_GS_tf - Gain-schedule table: pitch controller tf gains 
(derivative filter)  
1.5707 ! PC_MaxPit - Maximum physical pitch limit, [rad].  
- 0.087266  ! PC_MinPit - Minimum physical pitch limit, [rad].  
0.17453 ! PC_MaxRat - Maximum pitch rate (in absolute value ) in pitch controller, [rad/s].  
- 0.17453  ! PC_MinRat - Minimum pitch rate (in absolute value ) in pitch controller, [rad/s].  
50.26548 ! PC_RefSpd - Desired (reference) HSS speed for pit ch controller, [rad/s].  
0.0 ! PC_SetPnt - Record 5: Below-rated pitch angle set -point, [rad]  
0.034906 ! PC_Switch - Angle above lowest minimum pitch angl e for switch [rad]  
0 ! VS_ControlMode - Generator torque control mode in  above rated conditions, 0 = constant 
torque / 1 = constant power  
26.179938  ! VS_CtInSp - Transitional generator speed (HSS sid e) between regions 1 and 1 1/2, 
[rad/s].  
212900  ! VS_GenTrqArSatMax - Above rated generator torque PI control saturation, [Nm]  
42.411 ! VS_MaxOM - Optimal mode maximum speed, [rad/s].  
150000.0  ! VS_MaxRat - Maximum torque rate (in absolute valu e) in torque controller, [Nm/s].  
250000.0  ! VS_MaxTq - Maximum generator torque in Region 3 ( HSS side), [Nm].  
0.0 ! VS_MinTq - Minimum generator (HSS side), [Nm].  
31.415 ! VS_MinOM - Optimal mode minimum speed, [rad/s]  
104.1 ! VS_Rgn2K - Generator torque constant in Region 2 (HSS side), N-m/(rad/s)^2  
1.0E+07 ! VS_RtPwr - Wind turbine rated power [W]  
198943.6 ! VS_RtTq - Rated torque, [Nm].  
42.411 ! VS_RtSpd - Rated generator speed [rad/s]  
1 ! VS_n - Number of controller gains  
- 27338.24  ! VS_KP - Proportional gain for generator PI torque  controller, used in the 
transitional 2.5 region, [1/(rad/s) Nm]  
- 6134.68  ! VS_KI - Integral gain for generator PI torque con troller, used in the transitional 
2.5 region, [1/rad Nm]  
2 ! Y_ControlMode - Yaw control mode: (0 = no yaw con trol, 1 = yaw rate control, 2 = yaw-by-
IPC)  
1.745329252 ! Y_ErrThresh - Yaw error threshold. Turbine begins  to yaw when it passes this. 
[rad^2 s]  
1 ! Y_IPC_n - Number of controller gains (yaw-by-IPC)  
- 0.064  ! Y_IPC_KP - Yaw-by-IPC proportional controller gai n Kp  
- 0.0008  ! Y_IPC_KI - Yaw-by-IPC integral controller gain Ki  
0.43633 ! Y_MErrSet - Yaw alignment error, setpoint [rad]  
1.0 ! Y_omegaLPFast - Corner frequency fast low pass fi lter, 1.0 [Hz]  
0.016667 ! Y_omegaLPSlow - Corner frequency slow low pass fi lter, 1/60 [Hz]  
0.0034906 ! Y_Rate - Yaw rate [rad/s]  


